Controversial Certification Law Poorly Planned?
P01fOR’5 140TF--This is the first of Iwo Jrtkles dee5na with legislation and proposed legislation wh.ch effects the SJS Division of Edo,
cation. Part 1 is discussion of Senate Sill
57 (Fisher Bill), passed in 1961. Part 2 will deal
with the Assembly VI 2 which may be consid*red by the state legislature in January.

*

By (HER! WALKER
investigative Writer
A main emphasis in California State Colleges hiss been the education and training of
teachers for elementary and secondary schools.
SJS, since it started as a teachers college,
has taken the lead in this field among the
other state colleges. It has become known
nationwide for Its leadership in the development of the education major.
In 1961 the state legislature passed Senate
Bill 57, introduced as the Fisher Bill. This became the Licensing of Certified Personnel Law
of 1961. The controversial legislation reformed
the credential qualifications for California’s
teachers, shifting the emphasis of teacher
training programs away [torn methods courses

to academie slibjeets It iiko lenethened the
education majors’ time Ii, colleite from b sir to
live years.
Education majors now are required to complete four years of study in a major field
other than education and in the fifth year,
complete their methods and student teaching
obligations.
OPPOSITION
There was considerable opposition to the
bill before it was passed, and there has been
conflict since it became law. Some educators
feel that the whole idea was strictly a political
maneuver. At any rate, the law definitely has
caused some rifts in California’s teacher education programs.
Dr. William Sweeney, dean of the SJS Division of Education, wrote an article for the
Spartan, SJS alumni magazine, in which he
pinpointed some of the problems of the act.
Ills views echo those of other educators.
One major problem Dean Sweeney discussed
is that of continuous implentation. The bill

was enaeted In 1961 while the final California
CertilicutIon requirements did not appear until August of 1963. Along with this, the State
Accreditation Board called for u progress
report ft-urn each institution and then deterred
program accreditation of every college In California with the exception of Humboldt State.
There still is no accredation of education curricula.
VOICED CONCERN
For this reason, Sweeney voiced concern
for the students currently enrolled in teacher
education.
"There is no accurate source of information
as to what they are to do to prepare for their
career," he wrote. Thus, some of the courses
taken by students now later may be declared
invalid.
Another major problem Is that California
gets almost half of its teachers from other
states and these persons no longer qualify for
regular California credentials. They can work

only on a type of provisional credential until
they meet the reguirementm:.
Dr. William S. Wagner, elementary education professor, feels that people are not projecting what will happen as a result of the
legislation.
"I believe it is a poorly implemented law
and that there are many features of it which
will adversely affect elementary educators because these people will not get a broad enough
education. This is where we feel it is going to
be particularly difficult for teachers."
Dr. Wagner feels that part of the overall problem is an imbalance in emphasis.
"There is no quarrel," he said, "with the
academic background aspect of the law. It is
the balance and emphasis that we are concerned with and this thing has gotten out of
balance."
PROGRAM IN HALF
Under the new law, only the last year in
college is spent in methods courses. As a result, the student teaching program has been

crt in half. This Is a part of the major program which was considered to be very valuable
by both this department and others across the
nation.
Dr. Matthew F. Vessel, head of the Science
FAItication Department, is unhappy with the
: t:on because, he says, ’ the sate bored
seem, to lie considering, at least in science, a
skill in one minute field. This is against the
nat:onal trend which is more united.
They are now talking about throwing out
the minor program. I am against this because
it makes fur a narrow field."
The major Issue, then, seems to be that of
limiting the education major to one field. SJS
educators do not object to the training of
elementary teachers being increased and most
are in favor of strengthening the liberal arts
backgrounds of teachers. They do not feel, however, that the current plan is giving teachers,
especially those in elementary schools, a broad
enough base to be well prepared to meet their
task.

Anti-FSM Speech

Yell Workshop

The S4S Soong Amerb.ans
for Freed
(YAF) will he host
for Gan Rosenthal, president of
the Cal Conservatives for Political Action tonight at 8 in
115 when he speaks on the ’’other
side" of the recent de llllll ’Ara thins at the Oakland Tribune,

The final yell leader ss ,irk
shop will be held tonight at 7
In ED100. Four men will he
chosen fur the new squad, plus
two alternates. All interested
students are welcome to attend
the final workshop, according to
Mike Cook, head yell leader.
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AFROTC Initiates
TwoYear Program

Peacock Today

Numerous changes in the Air makes it possible for junior college
Force ROTC program were initi- Itransfers to enter the program at
ated recently as the Air Force be- SJS. AFROTC is not offered on
gan implementation of its new junior college campuses.
programs under the provisions of
Applications for enrollment In
the recently enacted ROTC Vitali- the program are now being taken,
zation Act of 1964.
according to Major Joe F. Tarpley,
The change that is of primary professor of air science at SJS.
concern to SJS students is the new They may be picked up in the
two-year feature of the program AFROTC officers in Building R.
which allows interested and quali- behind the Spartan ’Bookstore.
fied students to substitute a sixMAJOR TARPLEY
week Field Training Course for the
Students who apply for the two
first two years of the four-year
AFROTC program, and then enter year program now must qualify on
the Air Force Qualifying Test,
the advanced program.
pass a medical examination, appear
The competition for career asbefore an interview board and
signments as officers in the Air
complete the six-week
Force has previously been a four- successfully
training course next summer in
year requirement on the 186 colto begin their training next
lege and university campuses order
fall.
which have an AFROTC program.
Male students with two or more
The new program allows those inacademic work left before
terested and qualified students who years of
receive their degree, either
did not enroll in the program in they
baccalaureate or the graduate
their freshman year the opportu- the
are eligible to apply, providnity to apply for officer training in level,
ing that they can complete their
1 heir junior year.
work by their 28th birthday.
SIN WEEK TRAINING
All students applying for entry
The six-week training course is into the two year program in Sepdesigned to compress the basic tember of 1965 must complete all
requirements of the first two processing by May 1, 1965.
Those attending the six-week
years of the four-year program
Into the shorter time period. It course will receive transportation
will be conducted at an Air Force to the Air Force base and approximately $120 while taking the
base or bases yet to be named.
The two-year program also course.

"The Four Winds," the theme
of this year’s Peacock, symbolizes time four directions San Jose
State College students may go
during the holidays.
Peacock, the 12-page supplement in today’s paper, has, for
the first time, colored pictures
on the inside of the magazine,
as well as on the cover.
The winter edition features
sports, travel, fashions and social
activities.

Yule Events
Set Today
On Campus
A br, Christmas tree lighting
ceremony will be held this afternoon between 5 and 5:30 to welcome Christmas to Washington
Square.
Many students may not realize
that Washington Square is the
traditional name, over 100 years
old, for the original 27 acres of
land allocated by the State for a
San Jose State College in 1862.
Washington Square originally
extended north and south from
San Fernando to San Carlos and
east and west from Seventh to
Fourth Streets.
Traditional carols will be sung,
and hot cider punch will be served
as part of the festivities.
The tree, which in past years
has towered more than 30 feet,
will be placed on the marquee of
the Engineering Building entrance.
Performing the lighting and giving a brief Christmas address will
be Pres. Robert D. Clark,
The Choraliers, under the direction of W. J. Erlendson, professor of music, will perform during the half-hour program.
Winners in the men’s and women’s seasonal house decoration
competition for living groups will
be announced at this time.
Joint sponsors of the event,
which began in 1962 to usher in
the holiday season,are the Division
of Engineering and the ASB.

Arabs, Hillel
To Explore Feud

-"Photo by Mike

y

SEEING DOUBLE?No, but you will when glancing through
this issue of Lyke, SJS featume magazine. Pictured above is Pris
cilia Brooks, 20 -year -old speech corrections junior from Cupertino. She and Lou Anne Ne.wby team up in Lyke’s first double
doll presentation. Lyke will be on sale throughout the campus,
today and tomorrow, fe.turing travel, fiction and interviews.

Arab and Jewish students will
meet in an attempt to resolve their
peoples’ historic differences tomorrow night at 8 in Newman Hall,
79 S. Fifth St.
"The purpose of the meeting will
be to explore ideas and means of
improving the situation in the
Middle East," announced Phil
Whitten, president of the student
Jewish organization Billet, yesterday.
Two speeches on the possibility
of solving Arab-Israeli differences
will be presented during the meeting, Aaron Bogomilsky will speak
for Billet and Mohammed Adwan,
vice president of the Arab-American Club, will present the Arab
point of view.

No. 55

’Supplement Academic Atmosphere’

Solons To Hear ’Scholar’ Plan
A progress report on a bold new
plan for an SJS "Scholar in Residence" program will be outlined to
Student Council today by Marilyn
Cox, senior representative.
Council is expected to discuss
whether or not to give approval
to the general concept of a scholar
program after hearing Miss Cox’s
report.
Providing council approval is
given today, a special committee
would be formed to make specific
recommendations on the program
for final council consideration.
Miss Cox emphasized yesterday
that her report is only a "tentative" proposal of ideas the final
program might incorporate.
Basic purpose behind the plan is
to "supplement the SJS academic
atmosphere and provide students
with an opportunity to meet with
a scholar whom they might not
otherwise have an opportunity to
do."

Toynbee, Jean Paul Sartre, Vladimir Nabokov, Sir Julian Huxley,
and others.
Cost of underwriting such a program, she said, would be from
"$7,000 to $15,000."
She cautioned, however, that
many different cost factors make
an accurate estimation impossible
at this time.
Both the ASB and the college,
her report suggests, might help pay
for the program. ASH funds would
be "provided as needed."
The college, on the other hand,

would "contribute to the program ,
in proportion to the scholar’s unit
load."
FINAL ESTIMATE
A final estimate of the program’s
cost, she said, would be based on
such factors as the length of the
scholar’s stay, distance travelled,
his secretarial and student assistance help.
In addition to supplementing
students’ academic experiences, the
scholar could provide a special series of public lectures for the community, she declared.

TO TEACH
To accomplish this aim, a "distinguished scholar" would be
brought to SJS for a semesterlong teaching assignment.
Scholars the ASB might consider, her report notes, would include Bertrand Russell, Arnold

Survey Finds
Cu! Rebels
Have High EPA
BERKELEY (UPI)Most of the
University of California students
arrested for the Dec. 2-3 sit-in at
the campus administration building
are better than average scholastically, a survey showed yesterday.
The Fact -Finding Committee of
Graduate Political Scientists, an
unofficial university group, released
a report which said most of the
campus sit-ins had no political ties
and had not participated in previous demonstrations off the campus.
Committee Chairman Eugene
Bardach said the group consisted
of eight graduate students in political science.
The report resulted from questionnaires given 780 of the sit-ins.
Of 598 who answered, 47 per cent
had grade averages above 3.01,
which is achieved by only 20 per
cent of the undergraduate student
body.
Of those surveyed 2.5 per cent
had no connection with the university community, the report stated.
The survey also turned up
among the demonstrators 20 Phi
Beta Kappa members, 53 national
merit scholarship finalists, 2 who
had published scholarly articles,
260 recipients of scholarships and
other academic awards, 16 students
from other colleges, 6 university
employes, 21 recent alumni, 3
spouses of students.

While at SJS, the scholar’s proposed obligations would be based
around a six to eight unit teaching
assignment.
He would teach a two unit
course meeting once a week and
also be available to "visit other
classes for an hour a week at instructor request."
The scholar might also be availfor reettla-ly 5che Hied informal discussion sessions with "all
campus students and faculty for
an hour a %welt," according to the
proposal.
LECTURES
Finally, the scholar might present a series of four to six lectures
during the semester that would be
open to the entire community.
Credit would be given to upper
division and graduate students for
the special course, which would be
taught in the scholar’s "special
area of competence or interest."
Many of her proposals, Miss Cox
noted, hinge on administrative consideration as well as the ASB’s
deliberations.

Dr. Brown Speaks
On ’God’s Obituary’
"Is God’s Obituary Premature?"
will be the question discussed by
Dr. Robert McAfee Brown, professor of religion and special pro.
rams in humanities at Stanfo,1
University, this morning at 10:30
in Concert Hall.
The lecture, sponsored by the
United Campus Christian MinisPhoto by Steve Starr
try, will include a "re-examination
BOYS’ CITY VOLUNTEERSTwentw-seven students were honof the term "God" with insights
ored at a recent banquet given by Boys’ City, an organization
from contemporary theological
that helps underpriviledged boys. All are elementary and secdiscussions."
ondary education majors at SJS except one student, who attends
Dr. Brown, a Protestant obFoothill College. The students are credited with raising the eduJerver at the Second V’i’-’in
cational level of Boys’ Club members by taking the boys with
Council from September to Decemlow grades and personally tutoring each of them. By semester’s
ber, 1963, is a minister of the
end, the volunteers participating in Boys’ City "Operntion LiftUnited Presbyterian Church IT, is
Up" will have donated over 600 hours of their time in he:ping
an the editorial boards of
s60-70 boys with their school work.
nottily and Crisis, Theoloay -1 :v
‘1,1 .1,, ,r,1
rola nn’
F.,
,:amp irts.
He is the author of six books on
religion, the co-author of two and
the translator of two others. Dr.
SOUTH VIET NAM RAVAGED BY FLOODS
Brown is the General Editor of the
SAIGON (UPDMore than 500 persons have been killed in 12-volume Layman’s Theological
new floods through South Viet Nam’s coastal lowlands, the govern- Library.
ment said yesterday. At least 26,000 were reported homeless.
The latest ravages of weather followed by a month death and
destruction caused by typhoons and almost two weeks of torrential
rains.
Photo Frames
Yesterday’s announcement said flood damage extended along a
for
Christmas Giving
100 miles stretch of the central Vietnamese coast. Ninh Thunn ProvOvals
ince was the hardest hit.
Doubles
Six thousand refugees were said to have traveled
Singles
Heavy waves shattered fishing villages in Singh Thuan Pro..,nce.
Villagers on the coastal island of Phu Quy reported that a boat
$1.95 to $11.95
washed ashore contained the bodies of five men, seven rifle made
Open mites liiXnnak
in Communist China and a Communist flag.
RED CHINESE U.N. BID GETS BRITISH SUPPORT
LONDON (UPI) --Prime Minister Harold Wilson said Tuesday
Valley Fair
his government will vote in favor of Communist Chinn’
,tt’t,she,
Shopping Cent
In the United Nations.
112 So. 2nd. 292144,
Wilson also told the House of Commons he would open a Rya
day foreign affairs debate by giving the first public details on his
A
Washington talks last week with President Johnson.

World Wire

JOE iff

SJS Engineers
Visit G.M. Plant

sN D

Vantage
Point
By EVELYN SALAZAR
A FEW CALIFORNIA STUDENTS definitely did not make a
good impression on a columnist for the ISU Bengal (Idaho State
University) at a recent debate there.
The columnist, who participated in the debate, quoted one male
Californian as saying, "Idaho isn’t bad, but the people . . . I can’t
believe It. I mean they’re nice but they’re so folksy."
Another student commented, "One of them even waited about
a minute holding the door to the Student Union open while I came
up the steps ... I had to run in order not to feel discourteous."
Later the debate began and one by one the five students gave
the name of their college and the subject of the speech: Stanford,
San Francisco State, Chico State, Fresno State and the University
of Southern California. Then the columnist arose and gave the
name of her college . . . Idaho State University.
She reported that everyone’s mouth fell open, and the next
day one of the men held the door open for her. "I’m sure by mistake," she said.
As she passed him she smiled and said, "That’s nice . . . but
It’s a little folksy, don’t you think?"
MADONNA ROW is a familiar sight to students of El Camino
College and residents of Englewood, Calif. These paintings, called
the "college’s Christmas card to the community," first began in
1949.
This year a copy of "The Madonna Della Collo Longo," "The
Madonna with the Long Neck," originally painted by Paimagianio
in 1535, has been added to the collection.
One of the items in the yearly exhibition is a $7,000 replica of
the "Blue Madonna" which hangs in Chartres Cathedral in France.
It Is the exact size of the original, and was copied by college students who used special stained glass imported from France.
GETTING READY FOR THE ROSE BOWL, the Oregon State
Daily Barometer published a "Rose Bowler’s Guide to Pasadena
Highlights." This brief travel information advised students to see
Disneyland, Knott’s Berry Farm, Pacific Ocean Park, Tijuana, the
Balboa Zoo and the Rose Parade. "Above all, while in California,
make sure you see and do as much as you can, because things are
there," said the paper.
... Gee, thanks a lot!
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OFFERS YOU
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TRY US SOON FOR:
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Thomas E. Leonard, head of
the Aeronautics Department,
and some 30 student members
of the campus Society of Automotive Engineers, SAE, visited
the Fremont General Motors
auto and truck assembly plant
and attended a lecture and movie on hypervelocity (ultra -high
speed) ballistics research recently.
Along with some 400 other
membesr attending the joint
student meeting of the mid California and northern California sections of SAE, the SJS
group viewed the slow -moving,
automated production line.
After a banquet, they heard
a speech and saw a movie showing the research directed by
speaker Dr. Howard A. Wilcox,
of the General Motors Defense
Research Labs in Santa Barbara,
Four Hypervelocity guns at
the lab, shooting various shaped
near-meteoric
at
projectiles
speeds of 6.3 miles per second,
are used in tests for space aeon,

Figures for U.S. in Viet Nam Released
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Figures alone cannot give the
whole picture of United States
involvement in the war in South
Viet Nam, but they are impressive.
In the past year, the U.S, financial contribution has been
running at around $600 million
or better than $1.5 million per
day.
In South Viet Nam there are
about 22,000 American advisers
to work with Vietnamese forces
totalling 615,000 military, paramilitary and police. This breaks
down to one American for every
28 Vietnamese involved in any
way with the nation’s defense.
Those were the figures as of
last week, prior to the announcement that the United States now
would give "additional military
and economic assistance" to help
cut off the flow of men and material from the Communist regime to the north and to bolster
the South Vietnamese own military and economic programs.
The role of the Americans
would continue to he what it has

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed and double.
spaced. Letters exceeding this
amount either will not be printed or
will be ediied to conform to length
The edits.- also res
the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letiers
must include the writer’s signature
and MB number.

Daily Slammed
For ’Mediocrity’
Editor:
We feel that the Spar tan
Daily, on the whole, is an adequate chronicle of campus activities. We also cannot object to
the great number of advertisements because at present this
seems to be a necessary means
of supporting the paper.
However, the quality of the
Daily is shockingly mediocre. Its
character, outside of the news
medium, can be only expressed
as totally non -thought provoking,
lacking in Imagination
in a
wordsterile.
The scratching of the atheist’s
ad is a splendid example of the
processes bringing about and retaining the poorest possible quality in a college newspaper . . .
The atheist’s gave the paper a
flicker of lifea trace of imagination a seed of controversy
that makes intellectual activity
possible. Alas, even this had to
go.
We, as Christians, non-Christians, and agnostics are appalled
not only at the discontinuation
of the atheist’s advertisement,
but are disgusted generally with
our college newspaper.
In years past, we have heard
many student s allude to the
Daily as a literary vacuum. We
attended the "Open End" of East
semester and felt the dissatisfaction of many in the audience. We
have read critical editorial after

critical editorial. No
is
changed and probably nothing
will change. Because we attend
this institution, we must support
a deaf, lifeless, useless bastion of
mediocrity. We as students and
admirers of excellence could not
criticize, for criticism is Ignored.
We are only saddened and discouraged that the Spartan Daily
has remained and will remain
consistently at the bottom of the
literary barrel.
Conrad W. Recksiek
ASB A9539
and eilx other members of the
student bosh

ISO President
States Rebuttal
Lditor:
Due to the great shock of Miss
Jo Ann Sovereign, expressed in
her letter to the Editor on Dec.
11, I feel I must calm her clown.
All the people present at the
ISO meeting on Dec. 4, including the Arab students, can testify to the fact that Israel’s
name was omitted on the map
which was shown in the movie.
In the ISO, as in the United Nations, our country is recognized.
represented, and respected.
A comment made in the film,
saying that "Israel expanded ...
causing the Arab refugees to
live in miserable conditions like
these . . ." and showing some
very descriptive pictures, reminded me of the fact that one should
leave his political grievances to
occasions other than an ISO
meeting. Clearly, such information does not promote friendship
and understanding between Israeli and Arab students.
It is people like Miss Sovereign whom we fear, because
they are unable to see the essence of what is shown them.
Rather they let themselves be
spoon-fed through constructive

Information on progress, with
the destructive propaganda pill
inside. The announcement that
no political questions would be
answered does not in any way
negate the fact that anti-Israel
propaganda was shown.
I think Mr. Mohammed Adwan will be surprised to know
that I did, indeed, come to. enjoy the meeting. Unfortunately,
Arabs are too brainwashed by
hate to conceive of the fact
that Israelis are truly very interested in them.
If there is any dispute regarding the destructive propaganda in the film, let a committee of the ISO be established, with no Arab or Israeli
students included, which will
watch it again and come to its
own conclusions . .
Ruth Rejarano
President, Israeli Student
Organization
AS/3 5608

FIRST AT
SAN CARLOS

been in the past, to "advise."
As to the war itself, there
were other indications besides
figures alone.
In Saigon, reliable Western
sources reported that in one engagement 200 Vietnamese troops
threw down their weapons and
fled into the jungle. In the same
engagement two U.S. Army captains were killed and an American enlisted man was reported
missing. Five others were
wounded.
An American labor leader,
George Balanzi, president of the
United Textile Workers, concluded a three week visit to
South Viet Nam and reported
flatly that South Viet Nam’s
350,000 organized workers were
sitting on the sidelines waiting
to decide who would win the
war.
SAVE 35. ON
ALL MEN’S CLOTHING
OPEN
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294-4200

SAVE 3500 ON
ALL MEN’S CLOTHING
OPEN
’TIL

VAUGAiiN’S

(Across From Library)

Open Ton ite ’Til 9
QBOOK
v STORE
CHARTER FLIGHT TO
EUROPE ... $389.80
June 12, Los Angeles to London
Sept.
I I, Paris to Los
Angeles. Eligible: Students, Faculty, and Staff of SJSC and
family.

SIERRA TRAVEL
BR 2-8081
9875 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills - 90212

GIRLS
Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

-’11

SPERRY
TOPSIDER

9.95
A classic!
Comfortable

personal attention
and
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Lose:
3" off waist
1" off thigh
3" off hip
12-15 lbs. wgf.
Gala:
2" on
I" on
2" on
3" on

thigh
calf
bust
hip

double -deep
cushion,
non -chafe

HOLIDAY HOSTESS

fining. Navy

SEPARATES
BY ALEX COLEMAN $9 AND $18!

PLUS new

Many Christmas Specials !
POINSETTIAS
CORSAGES

Breton Red.

1.50

Lowest Prices on Campus

Cainpui

VALLEY FAIR

-Towero

318 So. 10th (next to Roberemi

297-4665

Coupon
present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course
San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

’TIL

(Across From Library)

What a divine way to look when guets
drop in this holiday season!
Ruffled blouse in jade or mint, 10.1/, $9.
Long quilted skirt in a
multi -colored splash of Christmas
tree colors. All cotton,
sizes 10-14. $18.
SPORTSWEAR. SECOND FLOOR
CONVENIENT FREE CUSTOMER PARKING
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SJS Glee Clubs To Tape
Christmas Concert for TV
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Fifteen years ago, our
Company pioneered the
idea of an internship
program for college
students interested in
life insurance careers.
Time has proved
its worth.
Our campus agents are
trained while they’re
still at school, given a
chance to make a proper
career decision before
graduation. 37/o of
those participating in
this program, in the last
10 years are currently
enjoying successful
careers with the
Company in sales,
supervisory, and
management spots. 22%
of the Company’s 50
top agents began their
insurance careers while
college students.
We think our campus
internship program is
pretty specialso do
others. We’d he glad to
tell you more about it.

Photo by Jon Lewis
MERRY CHRISTMASJudy Mark, front left,
helps Julie Jones hang the last ball on the
Christmas tree, as members of the ASB Community Service Board watch. The group co-ordinates all SJS programs dealing in servi,c
projects both on the campus and in Santa Clara

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’57
Manager

John Byde ’64

Greeks, Service Clubs Play Santa

Dick Heideman ’64

"I want a skate board and a
tape recorder for Christmas," a
seven-year-old boy told Santa
Claus (a member of Delta Sigma
Phi fraternity) at the DSPDelta Ganuna Christmas party
last Sunday. The boy was one of
seventeen blind children attending the party.
Other blind or underprivileged
children from the San Jose area

Ray Terry ’65
Dick Flanagan ’65
Mike Rogers ’65
Rick Brown ’66

SAVE 350. ON

PROV I IENT

ALL MEN’S CLOTHING

LIFE

OPEN
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(Across From Library)

DO YOU WANT ...
MONEY FOR FUTURE OPPOIM NI TIES?
Will you be financially able to take advantage of that hie
opportunity when it comes? Men with capital are ahvas
in a unique position to make the most of a business break
and life insurance can provide that capital. I hope I’ll have
a chance to discuss this valuable property with you soon.
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whispered s inilar wishes to
Santa at Greek -sponsored parties
last week. They watched the
jolly old man I really a fraternity
man with pillows stuffed in his
suit Bti he distributed candy and
gifts. And they gathered around
Christmas trees to sing carols.
THETA (’Ill -KAPPA PARTY
Twenty -lice underprivileged
children front the Mission of Our
Lady of Guadalupe gathered at
the Theta Chi house for a party
also held last Sunday. Members
of Theta Chi and Kappa limns(
Gamma joined the children in
singing vs r ()Is until Santa
brought candy and gifts
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
-mil Sigma Alt its Epsilon fraierviu: iiiitcrtitijna 39 children
from the San Jose Day Nursery
with Christmas carols Sunday.
For the first time in three
years, Sigma Nu fraternity sponsored it Toys for Tots "Swingathon’ with Kappa Alpha Theta
last week. Me in tie is of both
houses alternated swinging day
and night until they reached
their goal of 1.00 hours.
Their rise - a bin of toys
contributed by San Jose residents.
DC -GAMMA P111 PARTY
Delia Upsilon fraternity anti
Gamma Phi Beta sorority entertained underprivileged children from the San Jose Conununity Welfare Center yesterday.
Also giving Christmas parties
for underprivileeivl children were
Alpha Tatt I ill g a atul Chi
Omega; Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and Alpha Outlet-on Pi
stwori4,, Kappa Delta sorority
and Theta Xi fraternity.

GOT A
MAN’S JOB itikvpoof
TO DO?
DEopoRAN1

Get it done right. Get MAN-POWEll... the new power -packer/
aerosol deodorant! MAN -POWER’S got the stepped -up penetration power, the 24 -hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast ... never sticky ... dries In seconds. Try it! 1.00
BY THE MAKERS OF OLD SPICE I 5 H Li LTO N

le(lispilh Irian Benjamin tiro r
"Ceremony of Carols." MI],
communist will be Maureen
Searles.
Included in the selectiiiii
"Thee(’ Is No Rose" and H
Little Babe." Contralto suh
Jennifer Chase will be feat uti., I
in "That Yonge Child." Sharon
Gilbert, soprano, will be the soloist in "Balulalow."
Closing the program the men’s
and women’s voices will combine
to present the "Hallelujah’
chorus from Handel’s "Messiah."
Acompanying the combined chorue will be Kristin Erlendsen on
the organ.

Alpha Chi Omega and Phi Mu
sororities contributed toys and
food to needy families.
CAMPUS-WIDE DRIVE
But fraternity and sorority
parties were just a small part of
the campus-wide drive to give
needy and handicapped persons a
Merry Christmas.
Canned goods and toys. collected by members of Circle K
and Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary, will be distributed among San Jose’s needy
families.
Also contributing to this cornmunity service drive, AWS Community Service Board will give a
party for 21 residents of the San
Jose Home for the Aged. Fifteen
AWS members will entertain
residents with skits and Christmas carols.
Phrateres International,
women’s service organization at
SJS. is donating funds to Agnew
State Hospital to be used for
gifts for those patients without
families.
SPIRIT IN ACTION
These community service projects parties for underprivileged
children and contributions from
SJS organizations, are proof that
Christmas spirit is abundant on
campus. They are the result of
efforts by many campus groups
to help underprivileged a n d
handicapped persons in the community have a Merry Christmas.
- -

Also t,iaits paperbacks on an,
sic, humor. sciencefolk
lii’l lull, poetrv and others.

Kaleidoscope Book
919 N. 13th Street
292-9191

.livadynarlers
Featuring:
Sportswear
Evening wear
Daytime fashions
All at popular
college prices
’Free Gift Wrapping

FAST

ECONOMICAL

EASY

23‘
(Another 25c cleans your engine!I
*P.S. Let us fake this opportunity to wish each and every
Spartan a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Also, please drive carefully on your way home!
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ALMADEN SPARKLING
T.

CAR WASH

lOpposite Hawaiian Gardensl
1535 Almaden
:511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I117

293-1310

CORNER 10th & WILLIAMS

02

REED SKI SHOP
1-)

PRE-HOLIDAY SPECIAL

NORDICA SKI BOOTS
REG. $42.50
SPECIAL PRICE

’29"

Kaleidoscope
Books
NEWLY OPENED
km and
We have many I
tieriodirals 11411
available such as: TheIn iio
ible Gorerninent, The Car.
ilnuthly
von
lain of I
Review and Fired ttttt ways.

you , 610

Why make your "Homecoming" in a dirty car? Its so easy
to stop by and wash it off in minutes!

Bernard Hogan, vice president
ifl Wells -Fargo Bank, will be
guest speaker at the Society for
the Advancement of Management meeting tonight at 6:30,
Ste. Claire Hotel, San Carlos
and Market Streets.
Hogan’s speech is entil led
"Future in Banking."
Nominations for spring semester officers will he made
at this time.

Sales End Today
For Rule Magazine
The sale of the December edition of Rule, the Engineering
Division magazine, will end today. It may be purchased in the
Engineering Building lobby or
in front of the Spartan Bookstore for 25 cents.
Articles on the ’flaking of industrial diamonds, whether an
engineering union would he advantageous, and this issue’s
itillemate, Janice Hughes, are
featured in the student -produced
magazine.

286 So. lit St.

Before You Leave

Bankman Speaks

Ho, Ho, Ho

Tom Niemann ’63

MUTUAL

County. Entering the Christmas spirit are, left to
right, Pat Terry, Ron Tornell, Circle K; Bruce
Hobbs, Alpha Phi Omega; Sue Leonard, Dale
Vogel, John Macker, IFC; Al Massoni, chairman;
Maria Mana, AWS.

NI, n’s and Women’s Glee Clui.
will tape a concert of Christmas
music tonight which will be presented on KNTV, San Jose’s
Channel 11, two times during
vacation. The television showings are slated for Sunday, Dec.
20, from 7-7:30 p.m., and Christmas Day, 3:30-4 p.m.
Under the direction of Brent
Heisinger, assistant professor of
music, the program will be divided into three purls featuring
the Men’s Glee Club, the Women’s Glee Club, and combined
voices for the closing segment.
Musical consultant for the
videotaping will lw Vernon Read,
assistant professor of music.
Persichetti’s "Song of Peace"
Performed by men’s voices will
open the program. The traditional carol, "God Rest Ye Merry
Gentlemen," will follow. Closing
the Men’s Glee Club part will be
"Stopping By Woods on a Snowy
Evening," with Randall Thompson’s music put to the poem by
Robert Frost, Dais Baird, music
major, will accompany the men’s
voices on piano.
A select group from the Worn--

ROterhi

REG. $32.50
SPECIAL

REED’S
SKI SHOP
SUPPLIES
EVERYTHING ...
...EXCEPT SNOW
SKIS
TYROL
HAND MADE

$2495

SKIS

BOOTS

SKI WEAR

12 PLY
LAMINATED
PLASTIC BASE
SPECIAL

$4 9 95
i

* RENTALS * REED’S; * SALES *
258-5305
3151 ALUM ROCK SPORT SHOP

Wednesday, Dec. 16. 1064
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Tough Trip Ahead for SJS

95tat:SWOO 8114TE
ROPICAIR EL RANCHO
1 968 Alum Rock Ave.
South Screen
"BEACH PARTY"
"MUSCLE BEACH PARTY"

Aima and Almaden

2944091

December 17
Salvation Army
Annual Benefit Show

STUDIO

292-6778
396 South First
-JOY HOUSE"
"HONEYMOON HOTEL"
STUDENT RATE

December 1820
"HUD"
"FOUR FOR TEXAS"
"COMMANCHEROS"

98,

IEXPERT
LUBRICATION
REWARD!
MISS

$10 REWARD IF WE

A FACTORY INSTALLED GREASE FITTING
Tire Rotation 35c per wheel
Tire Repairs

Save on Oil Filters!

Pinto by Stst,

Brake Adjustment 98c
Black
Fully Guaranteed Recaps $7.48
t’s1Vsr
Etcheng

A FLYING ST.Spartan forward S. T. Saffold goes up for a
jump shot as John Carmichael readies for the rebound against
Arizona last Saturday. SJS, a 66-59 winner over Arizona, travels
to Utah and Utah State for games this weekend.

Battery Charge

PURITAN OIL CO., 6th & Keyes

The D.O.M.* 1Frosh Wrestlers
Sweatshirt Seek Second Mat

Win of the Season

TROUBLE WITH
YOUR BUDGET?
Why not join GEM now for a quick course
in year-round savings?
With GEM’s new college membership offer, anyone enrolled in
college or university may obtain GEM card for only 50c! (GEM
Membership is usually $3 initial fee plus II annual renewal.) GEM
has lower prices *very single day in more than SO departments. And
these savings ars on top quality, name brand merchandise. Whether
you’re looking for clothing and accessorial, food and beverages,
sporting goods, automotive accessories or gasoline
you will save
on everything when you own a GEM card. Your GEM card will introduce you to prices that start
low . . . and stay low, So fill
out the epplication below and
4, -bring it in (plus your student
body card) and start shopping and saving at GEM ?amyl
MORN., IIIVNINAll
1717 N. let St.

GEM

For all you lovers of the good life.
here at last is the suralshirt fur
you! Also a great gift for that
friend you’se been calling a
D.O.M. all these years.

GEM SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
Nurse

In white or black, M, 1., XL

Address

;4.95

Horne Phone
School Phone

postpaid. pins l’; (20r 1
sales tut in I alif.

City
College or

D.O.M. ENTERPRISES

Student I.D. No

201 Town 8 Country Village
Palo Alto. Calif.

Signature

Spouse’s Signature

Approved

Spouse’s School/Employ

Dirty Old Man

,
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The freshman wrestling team
seeks its second dual meet victory
of the season when it meets West
Valley College today at 4 p.m.
The Spartababes, despite their
impressive showing in the recent
San Jose Wrestling Tournament,
have soffered three dual meet defeats. The yearlings’ first dual
meet win was against Cabrillo
College Friday. They won 28-5
while losing only one match.
Walt Armljo, who wrestles in
the 123 lb. division, is the only
mat man undefeated.
The varsity grapplers face Fresno State in a dual meet at the
Spartan Gym Friday. Spartan
coach Hugh Mumby will employ
the entire team.
Varsity wrestlers who will be
featured in the meet are Loren
Miller, Art Beatty, and Carl Dommeyer.
Beatty placed second at the San
Jose Wrestling tournament for the
second year in a row, and was
fourth in the Mare Island tournament. Tkanmeyer and Miller were
both winners in the San Jose
tournament, and Miller placed
third against 41 competitors, including a member of the U.S.
Olympic team, at Mare Island.

Swim Meeting Today

DAILY CLASSIFIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

Swimming coach Tom O’Neill
Announced there is an important
fleeting for all freshman and
,ophomore swimmers at the Spartan Pool at 4 p.m. today.

TRY OUR PIZZA DELIGHT
55

r)c,

$

ZZ

CHICKEN*ViELIGHT

ZZ

SJS’ eagers will put their 34
on the line Friday night
when they meet Utah in Salt Lake
City.
Utah, in a rebuilding season, has
been mowing down its opponents
in easy fashion. One of those victories came at the expense of a
WCAC team, St. Mary’s, 101-67.
Utah is also tought to beat at ,
home. Last year, it finished the
season with a 19-9 record. The
Redskins played only nine games
on the road, seven ending in losses
This year, Utah has 18 home
contests on its 26-game schedule.
The Redskins have an acute lack
of depth, height and experience
which head coach Jack Gardner
hopes to remedy with JC transfers
and sophomores.
Figured for the first team at
the beginning of the season were
George Fisher, 6-7, Q. C. Taylor,
6-2, Charles Currington, 6-5, and
Skip Kroeger, 5-11, all seniors, and
junior Kent Stepan, Granny Lash
is a top reserve guard with experience.
SJS will have to have its running shoes onfast-breaking Utah
is known as "the running Redskins."
Monday night, the Spartans will
journey over to Logan to do battle
with powerhouse Utah State.

record

Chicken Delight
FREE DELIVERY

1.39
1614 E.

Shrimp Delight
Santa Clara

ss 1.39
251-2313

The Ctags earned a berth In
the NCAA championships the
past three years, and with AllA iserican Wayne Estes, 8-6,
back for his final season, they
are battling again for a chance
at the national crown.
LeRoy Walker, 6-0, formerly at
Contra Costa College, will be at
forward along with Estes. He averaged 15 points a game last year
while Estes was at 28.
Aggie coach La Dell Anderson
also has two slick guards in Myron
Long, 5-11, and Mickey Ditterbrand, 6-1. He has two men battling for the center positionPete
Ennenga, 6-7, and Alan Parrish,
6-8.
Utah State also has two letter
winners and top-notch sophomores
who will give them more than
enough bench strength.
The Aggies latest conquest was
over Nevada, 101-80, Monday
night.
SJS’ nett home game win be
at Civic Auditorium in the
WCAC Christmas Basketball
Tournament against St. Mary’s
on Monday night, Dec. 28, at
9:15.

s;
;.

Greetings

Clothing for

297-6725

1884 W. San Carlos

CY 7-7417

PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
Greeting Cards for Family and Friends
Christmas Foreign Language Cards
Christmas Gift Wrapping
PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
34 Fountain St.

292-356S

PALM GARDENS
No twist,
No swim,
No jazz...
Just a friendly atmosphere
and good drinks!
IN THE HEART OF CHINATOWN

250 JACKSON
eiVr

Meny Ckistmels
55

$

See the largest selection
of Vespa motorscooters in
the U.S.A. at

SAN JOSE

The WARDROBE
STORE FOR MEN
Headquarters for Famous Name Gifts

607 AUZERAIS AVE.
(Corner Bird)

2nd and San Fernando
CYpress 2-8312

16.95
wool cardigan by

LORD JEFF
Other LORD JEFF Sweaters
"S&H" Green Stamps

AL RUITER
San Jose

295-1124

8
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acerro--.-...coacaoscov-

The Column Knit

REALLY!

Even Santa Appreciates
Flowers for Christmas

t

438 EAST WILLIAM ST.

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC

Exciting "column" stitch, rows upon rows of it,
makes the headlines in this unusually
handsome cardigan. Even the border carries
the fashion news. The byline...Lord Jeff,
of course. Newsy colors, too.

Perfect for the Holidays is this Termo-Jaa colton stretch shift from Cottage Casuals. Sizes
7-13, $20.00.

OTTAGE
CAS UALS

Guitars-Banjos-Lessons

VESPA
COSTS
LESS!

Planging Prier Pan Collar

ontrinporary

FOLK

USF will meet Pepperdine in a
7 p.m. prelimianry.
If the Spartans beat St. Mary’s
and USF tops Pepperdine, which,
in both instances, should be foregone conclusions, the winners will
meet Tuesday night at the Auditorium.
Concerning the Utah trip, SJS
coach Stu Inman will take along
11 players, including forwards Pete
Newell, S. T. Saf fold, Steve
Schlink, and Frank Tarrantts;
guards Jackie Gleason, Ron Labetich, John Keating and Gary Greshamn; and centers John Carmichael, Bruce Beutler, and Bill Higgins.
Inman was pleased with the de-

*Kw
ss:

tense his Spartans played against seven points," said the SJS mentor. "I’m glati to see our defense
Arizona last Saturday night.
"Our forwards weren’t shooting can do the lob u hen 0111’ niiiii,t jug
"
is
well and ss’c ’lilt beat Ihern

VotrIrerrir,*.e.

to $39.50

Attractive Gift
.

Packaging

4 Spartan Water
Poloists Garner
AU -League Honors

ert0t 1,Lpt Ofinp

COMPLETE SELECTION
OF PIPES
We offer you. "The Smoker" the
most complete assortment of pipes
tobaccocigarscigaretteslighters
A accessories for every type of
smoker. Smoking is not a sidedin
with us . . it is a specialty.

47 North First Street
CY 7-0463

1

1
1
1

The Spartan water polo team
awards were presented Friday by
Coach Lee Walton.
First team, All -Northern California certificates were awarded to
Frank Barnes, Gary Read. Jack
Likins, and Captain Bill Parker.
State College first team All.
League certificates were given to
Likins, Barnes, and Read. Parker
was second team, All -League.
Parker also received the varsity
Team Leadership Award. Parker,
alto was team captain this year,
and co-captain during his freshman
and sophomore years, is the first
water polo player at San Jon’
State to be captain three years ina-row.
Freshman Captain Steve Hoberg,
high scorer on the team, won the
freshman Leadership Award. Jack
Likins, varsity high scorer, was the
outstanding sophomore, and goalie
Bruce Hobbs was the outstanding
junior. Read was the outstanding
varsity player, and Likins was the
water polo pentathlon winner.

SAVE 35. ON
ALL MEN’S CLOTHING

Call 286-1862

A SCHEDULED AIRLINE

OPEN
’TIL
9
(Across From library)

VAUGAFIN’S

I United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
ELECTRONIC PARTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday-Thursday-Friday
TI 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1212

-ITILaZiNeVa2M-W
HAVE YOU HEARD ? ? ?
DANCING
LIVE MUSIC
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY ! ! !

WALKING DISTANCE FROM THE COLLEGE
HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
BEER 20c A MUG $1 A PITCHER
FULL LINE OF SANDWICHES

0’e
1-2e

STILL 20% OFF TO S.J.S. STUDENTS
ON ALL FOOD
COMPLETE ITALIAN DINNERS

417
SO. FIRST STREET
I \test/

Here’s to a bright and
in f’r ry holiday season

par ked uith joys and
pleUS U re’s of family.
friends and h ttttt e.

PHONE 294-1454

lay’s Capture Mat Championship
Alpha Tau Omega captured the
intramural team wrestling title
Friday and Ron Miyoko, George
DeWar and Gary Barnett repeated
as individual champions.
The Tau’s rolled up 63 points to
their nearest competitor, Sigma
Phi Epsilon’s 39. The Animals
were third with 33 points, while
Delta Upsilon finished fourth with
28.
Mlyoko, 147-pound champion
the last two years, won the 157pound crown this time, Ile edged
Paul Beckner.
DeWar, DU powerhouse, whipped
ATO’s Darrell Gary in the semi.
finals, then defeated Jack Likens

of the Animals lor the 11-poundl McClelland of ATO for the 130title.
pound championship.
1 Barnett, Sigma Alpha Epsilon ’ Spike Hearts of ATO defeated
grappler, beat Bruce Campbell of Dave Hersh of PSK in the 137
Sigma Phi Epsilon for the 177 weight, and Earl Hansen of the
championship. He won the 167- Animals knocked off Jim Brimble
pound title last year.
of Moulder Hall in the 147-pound
In other snatches, Ted Okano class.
of the Animals whipped Bill
Ron Hull (167) beat Clark HeinNichols of Phi Sigma Kappa tor rich of the Sig Eps and heavythe 123 -pound 11th-. Bill Baum- weight Paul Smith of ATO decigartner of AT() edged Scott sioned Bill Harrison.

W,.dnrqday, Dee. 16, 1964
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Winterland
Ski
Center
COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT. RENTALS - REPAIRS
TWX Machine with latest Snow
Repott from all Major Ski lice
N.
"9 Current Ski S.
sorts

Meeting Place for Argo Ski
days and Dodge Ridge Busarar
Open every night ’til 9 p.m.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.

SAN JOSE

ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE

PHONE 244-0880

HARTEL MELLER, Manager

Strong Track
year Ahead
D
epth Aplenty
Field man of the week, Lester
Bond, reflected the optimism of
San Jose State track team, when
he remarked, yesterday, "Barring
injuries, there is no conceivable
reason why the Spar tan track
team should not win the national
championship next spring."
Bond offered as support of his
statement, an analysis of the Spartan chances in each event in the
NCAA meet which will be held at
Berkeley on June 19.
"Before I list our potential
NCAA placers," said Bond, "I
thing people who are skeptical
of our chances should realize we
have a tremendous advantage because the meet is at the University of California at Berkeley.
"The NCAA competition will be
our third meet there, and unlike
other teams, due to the close proximity we will not have to worry
about traveling expenses. Thus,
for the first time, we can be assured of taking every individual
who qualifies.
"Joe Neff and Mike Gibeau are
both capable of breaking four minutes in the mile.
"In the 880 both individuals
should be well under 1:49. If John
Garrison returns to San Jose State
next spring, we will, as unbelievable as it sounds, have three men
under 1:49. It goes without saying
that all three should place easily
in the NCAA meet, where the first
six places count for points.
"In the two mile, Neff, along
with Tom Mite and NCAA
10,000 meter champion Danny
Murphy, will all be well under
nine minutes, and should all
place in the NCAA.
"Our mile relay team will be no
worse than the fourth best in the
nation, and should have a good
chance for first. I expect Tom
Smith to run 45.8, and Mel Holmes
and Tim Knowles to run about

Roberts with Browns
FORMER SPARTAN A CHAMPIONWalt Roberts, last year’s
SJS football "Most Valuable Player," will play in the National
Football League Championship Game with Cleveland against
Baltimore on Dec. 27. The Browns have used Roberts on the
kickoff and punt return teams. He finished the regular season as
the leading kickoff return man in the NFL. The "Flea," as he’s
called in the NFL because of his small size, averaged more than
four yards per carry during his career at SJS and established the
school record for the longest run from scrimmage-92 yards
against Arizona State.

FROM

SILVA SERVICE

Undefeated Dons Test Hawaii

Everything looked sunny today
for the University of San Francisco basketball team.
The Don Cagers are in warm
Hawaii, where they will play the
University of Hawaii and service
teams on the Islands. And USF
also can bask in the glory of its
number three national ranking in
the latest United Press International poll.
The Dons, who have won four
straight, might even go higher
next time following Monday night’s
thrilling win by second-ranked
Michigan over first-ranked
46.8.
Wichita.
Bond thinks the 880 reday team
Defending national kind UCLA
will be outstanding, and the two
mile relay team is capable of
breaking the world’s record if Hoop Tournament
Garrison returns.
Entries Due Today
Junior college transfers could
Hoop entiluN list the J.in. 7 prehelp immeasurably, as Travis
Williams, a 9.4 Contra Costa Jun- season basketball tournament are
ior college sprinter and Freddie due today in MG121.
Any team may enter. Cage offiBanks, a 46.5 440 man at Jefferson High School, both may at- cials are needed for the upcoming
season and tourney.
tend :QS next spring.
Those interested may attend an
Lester thinks the Spartans are
also capable of placing in all the officials’ clinic today in MG201 at
weight events, the intermediate 3:30 p.m.
hurdles where Ken Shackelford
RIGHT IN LINE
has run 37.2, both the 100 and 220,
SCARBOROUGH, Maine (UPI)
all the relays, the pole vault, and
the high jump, in which he feels During the 1963 meeting at
Scarborough Downs the seven
Terry Doe will jump seven feet.
Incidentally, coach Bud Winter horses in a race finished in the
said Lester should not only win the order of their post positions. It
triple jump in the NCAA, but may was the first time it happened at
the track in 13 years.
break the world’s record.

Wishes tn extend to all

3489 El Camino
Palo Alto
327-4215

of its customers

rankings but faces the roughest
kind of test this weekend at Marquette and Wisconsin.
Other Western teams to get
scattered support from the UPI
board of coaches include Brigham
Young, Utah and Utah State.
Utah State Monday night flattened Nevada, 101-80, as AllAmerican candidate Wayne Estes
meshed 40 points. The losers’ Larry
Moore tossed in 22.
The San Francisco Bay area
tests the Utah powers this weekend when weak Santa Clara is at
Brigham Young Friday and tougher California is at Utah Saturday.

SAVE 35. ON
ALL MEN’S CLOTHING
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MEN
Lisp in shape at the

AUTHENTIC

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

BLUE BLAZERS

RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Gain:
3’ on
3" off
I" on
2" on

in rugged Worsted Flannel

14"

Chest
Waist
Arms
Thighs

gain or lose
12 -IS lbs.
Of weight

The Hyland Inn

HOUSE 41F HONDA

crept up to fifth place in the latest

BLAZER SLACKS"
in traditional colorings

9595

)oyoui

Paa41.
Traditional p Shops

and
COUPON
present this coupon

-11appylle.gear

2720 ALUM ROCK AVE.

and Save $3.00
on month course

CL 8-806

..,Callainirifiralkelin:raaasIXIfi7lai’ll7iiii"firifisa-siz-i-ul

an

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910

1/44
tr.’)

VALLEY FAIR 2du1 Stevens Creek Blvd.
SAN JOSE 127 South First Street (Downtown)
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Spartagui? de
T(31/Ali:
.i24.S. Third St.
Industrial Itelations 111141 Vermin,"p .m.-9:45 p.m., WG.
nard..11 .1
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I
A ’11 card tunIs

(Paid Advertisement)
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The Christ id I hrisimas is im thud
l’irr ate

THE ETERNAL CHRIST:
"When all things began, the Word already was. The Word dwelt
with God, and whet God was. the Word was. The Word, then, was with
God at the beginning, and through Hire all things came to be, no single
thing was created without Hire. All that came to be was alive with His
life, end that life was th light of men. The light shines on in the dark.
and the darkness has never quenched it. (John I .1 5 NEB).
HIS DEITY:
"To deny honor to the Son is to deny if to the Father who sent
Him." (John 5:23). "For it is in Christ that the complete being of the
Godhead dwells embodied . . . every power and authority in the uni
verse is subject to Him as head." (Colossians 21).
HIS APPEARANCE ON EARTH:
"If is He who brought us salvation and called us to cle’clicafed
life, not for any merit of ours but for His own purpose and His own
grace, which was granted to us in Christ Jesus from all eternity, but
has now at length been brought fully into view by the appearance on
earth of our Saviour Jesus Christ, For He has broken the power of death
end brought life and immortality to light through the Gospel.- (I limo
thy 1:9, 10).
HIS VOLUNTARY DEATH:
-The Father loves me because I lay down my life to receive if back
again. No one has robbed me of it; 1 urn laying it down of my own free
will. I have the right to lay it down, and I hove the right to receive it
back again; this Lkotiv I have received from cry Folio," (John 10.17,
18).
"1 have glorified thee on earth by completing the work which thou
gaveth me to do: and now, Father, glorify me in thine own presence
with the glory which 1 had with thee before the world began." (John
17:4, 5).
HE IS THE SOURCE OF ETERNAL LIFE:
"I am that living bread which has come down from heaven: if anyone eats this bread he shall live forever. Moreover the bread which 1
will give is my flesh; 1 give it for the life of the world." (John 6:50, 51).
"He was in the world, but the world, though if owed its being to
Him, did not recognize Him. He entered His own realm, and His own
would not receive Him. But to oll who did receive Him, to those who
hare yielded Hire their allegiance, He gave the right to become children
of God, not born of any hunian stock, or by the fleshly desire of a human
tether, but the divine offspring of God Himself." (John 1.10-13).
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lieological Society, 7:30 p.m.,
1 S326, Dr. Da\id 1.. Jones of the
United States Geological Society
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FOOTHILL COLLFLIF
Former Foothill College stuCounselors from Foothill (".I.
dents now attending SJS are re- lege will address the students.
questecl to meet today in 513 between II a.m. and 2 p.01.
SAVE 35% ON
Dr. Gibbs Madsen, dean of stuMEN’S CLOTHING
dents for the junior college ID.
Alto.. Hills, requested
rated in,
isaijimeti.m
with
the timeline, in
Foothill’s 1,41.o.5. op pi ovi p11 ’Ii
I
f turn library)
former ,111,11111,

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
JO MAR HALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS H
WORLD’S WILDEST R & R band; The
Infidels. $60. Scott, 293.9456.
WE PAY cash for your BEST APPAREL.
We rent and sell NEW bridal gowns.
veils, Crowns and hoops. UNIQUE
SHOPPE,
1589
Meridian. 264-7552.
Closed Mon
UNWANTED HAIR removed by tiler
trolysis. NANTELLE R. E., 210 S. It
294 4499.
SQUAW VALLEY’S
Olympic Village will inaturn
PIE
fir,. 76 Jan. 2 -- Itri I read
NOTE: Cive lo.ver I t

5mm for sale. Dis-

LYNN HALL CONTRACT. Must Sell!
I Pay ^
"
Sprind. Chris, 292.7961.
CONTRACTS (2) for sale. Discount.
Mrs. Eng. Bldg. Htd. pool. Urgent.
Spring or sooner. 295-4230 after 4.
4 CONTRACTS for sale. Wms. app. Rm.
& Bd. Near SJS. 297-9757. Jucily,
CONTRACT for sale. GORDON HALL.
’.crrl. Call Lois, 295.8014.
TWO SPRING MT., Hall Appr. Apt,
‘.14.
STUDENT TO SHARE louse w. own
is, Near SJS.
ROOM
t hen priv. 29S
ItrItc,

TOMOIRItil 55%’
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viiciiliste during this
1:01J1S.
San Carlos Streets, nomination of
porilid are nol renovs.ablo.
officers. Ifernard Hogan r,E the
’1’1.4. hi/11day schedule for the
Wells -Fargo think will speak.
library
Fralay. main library,
Alpha Lambda Della, I :31i pin
X a.ni 1ii 5v:111 11.111.. IPSel’Ve book
III. till III irOl evreitiony.
loom, 7
11.01. to 5311 p.m.; SatEpsilon Eta Shyrna, 2:30 p.m.,
urday anil Slalf1:1!.., closed; Dec.
E132. -The Forty Sounds of Eng21 through 23. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
lish," a film on the initial teachDec. 24, 8 a.m. to 12 noon; Dec.
ing alphabet, will be shown. Mem25 through 27, closed; Dee. 28
bership cards will be distributed.
through f)re. II, ft a.m. to 5 p.m.:
Newman Club, 8 p.m.. Newman
Jan. 1 through Jan,;,, closed; Jan.
Center, 79 S. Fifth St., general
1, regular, schedule.
meeting.
Reserve hooks may he taken for
Sanglus Club, 8 p.m., 64 N. Ninth
the holithys on Friday, due 8:30
St., Apt. 2, symposium meeting.
:um Jail. 4. I ine-honr books will
Young Americans for FM..4111111,
110 1.11:11Tell 1,111 }11 111(’ regular ov’er8 1).111,, 115. A tape will be pre:1211 p.m. Drie copy
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HAVE YOU MET THE CHRIST OF CHRISTMAS 7

Box 11791. Halo Alto
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AUTOMOTIVE 121
MAP!

’56 CHEV. Bel Air, V 8, 2.dr, HT. Is
cond. All extras. 248-5193 after 6.
’56 PLYMOUTH - New buttery, ne.
brakes. 245 0492.
’56 MERC. Montclair - PS, PIE R/H.
anti -smog unit. $350. 258.0579.
MUST SELL now, ’63 -Comet. 5522.
Convert. 15,000 miles. Like new. $1600.
Call CY 3-7755 day or night.
MGA 60 ROADSTER
ell. Cond. Must
,1 243-7916.
see & d
T-BIRli 57
R/H, WW. 3
sj
I $2150. 379 2461
Di SPERATE
’56 FORD
1
1 in,_243 9320
I
’57 PLY rt
tire:
1
r 4 6802.
t.h
VOLVO 60
vs. E, te P.V. 544. Clean
$855.
W, W. 166-8614.
’57 MERC. Montclair. 2 dr., HT, R,H,
P ; F r
$500. 264.5155 aft. 6.
’55 DODGE V4 - R/H. Good cond.
,4 alter 6. $150. Dennis.
’58 TR-3 - R/H. New paint & fires.
90 7098. eves.
5.’
FOR SA1E: ’60 Chen. Impala convert.
ible
condition. 2 new tires. 47,000
miles. Best offer. 269 3114 eves. & week
ends.
TA PLYMOUTH - 6 ryl. Good cond
Anti smog device. $125. 297.5038 eves.
FOR SALE 131
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29.
Wedding Prevs, 295-0946.
95 KASTLE metals, tilt ski free dairy
a, $75. 291 9075,
MEN’S BIKE - 3 -speed. $20. 29401.76,
’69 ALLSTATE 250 motorcycle. Good
cond. $225; new ELECTRA skis - $16.
For person over 6’. Call 3784902,
WOMAN’S /2" skis. Safety bindings.
Poles, Good condition. $45. 193-7877.
KASTLE SKIS, 215 cm. metallics. (olfix
1!
bindings. Orig. cost, $140
850 or best (Ater. 295 0261.
CLASSICAL GUITAR - Rosewood. $50
er
295 5027 after 7:00.
S.w RADIO Knight RIu0A. Complete
.
$55. Tom Brooks. 794.6019.
3 PR, SKIS
ltd’’. 8 adults. 1 pr.
irr 264 4973.
DOUBLE BED $15, Luke $20. Good
shore. Racing skates, site 9. $9, Tape
recorder, new, $15. 298-1859.
HELP WANTED 141
PART TIME JOBS avail. with beauty
counselor. 244.3831 after 5.
UNIVERSITY TRUST REP. - Senior or
Grad. Salary. Mr. Ford, 258 8412.
HOUSING IS)
460 SO. 6th - 3 rm, furn. apt. $90.
Adults. Avail. Dec. 20th. 292:2250,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent.
One & Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St.
NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to replace 2 sylio are graduating. Quiet dupler near campus. 295-5195.
GRACE HALL CONTRACT for sale.
Close to school. 294.0664.
APT. w. fireplace. 2 bdrrn. unfurn. 467
So. 4th St, 297.2148.
NEED I GIRL to share unappr. dplx
with 3 others. $40 mo., fireplace, big.
quiet. 644 So. I Ith St. 286-2255.
MALE NEEDED to share unappr. apt. w.
3 others. Sands Apt, 295 0544

To buy, sell, rent, or
announce
anything,
lust fill Out and clip
this handy Wei
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose 14,

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

11AI L CONTRACT
tt,_cri, 146
I house ri..
.
-

for

ROOm & BOARD. Toad Hail Men’s
Phil Caylor. 297.9/13,
04,
MUST SELL!!! Two men’s app. contracts,
din
I. Ph, 292.8309.
GRANT HALL - 4 contracts for sale.
Whole ay.:. Discount. 298-1137,
MEN: Single or double rms. Mature
students wanted. Furn.. kitchen facilities.
Call 264.2876 or 293-1938.
2 CONTRACTS for sale. $190 each.
Contact Pam 67 Ellen. 295-0233,
3 CONTRACTS LA sale -- Hail c,f Ivy.
247 7288.
Appr. apt. Di,
LOST AND FOUND 161
BICYCLE: Prove ownership. Pay for ad.
Phone 293-2515,
PERSONALS 171
TEACHER - Student European tour
,ncluding Greece, Greek Isles, inclusive
cost $1295. 60 days total. Local student
recommendation from last summer’s
tour. Call CH 1-0731,
WANTED: A store maneguin. Female.
Call 293-0895. Leave message.
SERVICES 181
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W San Carlos.
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378.8577.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis. etc. Pica
Electric. 243.6313.
EXCELLENT TYPING in my horn*. 2525793.
EXPERT TYPING - My home. Reports,
term papers, etc. 258-9424.
UNIVERSITY TRUST - Special Life Ins.
for Seniors & Grads only. See Dave
Ford, 434 E. William, Suite B. 258.8412.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICES - Experienced SPrreLlri. Call 292 8483.
’TRANSPORTATION (9)
COED NEEDS RIDE 10 Newport Beach
Dec. 18. r
..-. 297-2958.
L.A.-BOUNL "nor wouid like to share
ride with
female companion. Dec.
18. 1’30. 244 /542. eves.
NEED RIDE to San Diego or LA. Dec.
18 aft. 12;30. Call Judy, 293-2142.
2 RIDERS to Portland. round trip. Share
exp. Call Steve, 2484324,
NEED RIDERS from Orange County to
S.J.S. on Jan. 3. Rm, 2268, 294-6019,
NEED RIDERS to Seattle. Leave Fri. at 6
p.m. Larry, 293.6998 after
FLYING HOME?
Limousine special to San
Francisco airport - $13 per person
or $14 from 2 to 6 persons:
San Jose Airport - $7 per
person or $12 from 2-6 persons.
Call Collect
PALO ALTO LIMOUSINE
SERVICE
327.4141 or 328-4142
Ire akar so ad:
Call at Classified Adv.
.1206. 6.4.w F 9:30.11:30 A 12:30-3:30
T-Th I I:00-3:30
Send in handy order Mate
- Enclosed cash or alma
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2461

CLASSIFIED RATES
- Minimum
Two lines
One time

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 2k a line 20c a line

$2.00

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each additional line

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

[’Announcements (1)
Automotive

(2)

1:1 For Sale (3)
El Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)

o Personals (7)
CI Services (8)

0 Transportation. (9)
Nemo._
Run Ad

Acht. for Falstaff Brewing Corp. of San Jose, Calif., dedicated to loers of winter sports, to lut ers of Fplenilid beer and to lot era...

Starting Date

.

:ale.
Must

Address.
(NO of days) Enclose

Phone ---

et
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By Sullivan

Resorts Prepare for SJS Students
NALP!
,AN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1964
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Cold Hands Plus a Warm Fire Equals Warm Hands

4

1

1

’

-

By CHARLIE JOW
"Bast thou entered into the
treasures of the snow?" asks a
line from the Bible.
Many have entered this winter
tobbogganing,
wonderland f o r
snow ball fights, just plain looking, and that ever-increasingly
popular fun-in-the-cold sportskiing.
Conservative guesses put the
number of skiers at more than
2,000,000 on the crusty white
slopes each winter. Members of the
ski set range in experience from
the unbalanced novice to the Olym(hic veteran, and In age from those

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists

milllimpri;

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

3 LP’s of one artist

V\aPPY
tio.sica
oday lin

cUT’fl-4A1’
DON’T LIPE
0 DkINK

No Cold Shoulders Given to Snow Skiing

’,federate Aral Cc.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

-r I

winter sports as making snow men and throwing
snow balls. Tired skiers and armchair sportsmen,
who pretend to know a lot about the winter
sport but never venture out on the slopes,
gather in a lodge or living room or cabin to
relax, crack jokes, chug -a -lug and meet new
people.

BABY, IT’S COLD OUTSIDE But it’s warm
inside, especially with a glowing fire and a good
solid wall between you and the blustering cold.
Raylene Hermann, senior, warms her hands over
the crackling fire in the stone fireplace. Afterski attire also adds to the warmth. After-ski
activities have become just as much a part of

EAH, I OAD

’

in a handsome gift box

just old enough to stand to grandparents.
It seems that almost everyone
profits from this sport. Hotel owners, travel agencies, restauranteers,
lift operators, school instructors,
and most important, the clothing
and equipments centers rake in
over $30 million annually from
schlussers. A travel agency or a
lodge room some skiers can do
without, but rent or buy, a member of the slope set must have a
set of skis, a warm parka, a good
pair of stretch pants, and any number of paraphernalia for accessory.
Prices range from $10 to well over

1 rom:

Many Names

had Nlitchrll Trio
Boger Williams
jack .1 ones
anil others

.0111)S

$12.98

Cc’.

Caittpi

60 So

36 Valley Fair
_

I st St.

It’s time
SUNNY SIDE UP
for breakfast before heading
out to the slopes for a full day
of skiing. Many SJS students
will be experiencing this scene
over the vacation.

RENT

"Santa Claus," the Americanized
version of St. Nicholas, the giftbringing Christmas patron of
children, has many other names.
The French call him "Pere Noel,"
the Germans, "Kris Kringle;" the
English, "Father Christmas;" the
Scandinavians, "Yule Tornio’s,"
the Italians, "Lady Befana." Iii
Finland, lie is seen as a goat.

TYPEWRITERS
Standielirfte
Standard
A
a

$200 for just a parka, and the
same can be said about a pair of
skis.
Skiing can be traced to the 16th
Century, when the skis were
leather shoes, pointed at the toe,

and approximately three feet long.
Equipment has progressed to the
long slab made of ash, oak, beech,
birch, spruce, or hickory, 6-7 feet
or more in length, depending on
the height of the skier.

Master
72 S. First St
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Cente.
1600 Saratoga Ave
Phone 379-3051

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

le: Edle.cytri c
per

Modern Office
Machine Company
E. San Fernando
293-5283
(Next door to Cal Book Stone)

124

IIMMI=111OLVO.,

sunrise
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
[lir-sent;

DODGE RIDGE

4

DOUBLE CHAIR LIFTS --Two are new this year!
Now 15 Lifts and Tows, including Alpine Platter and Poma
ALL DAY CHAIR LIFT TICKET . . . Still
BRONZE NUGGET BOWL
SILVER NUGGET BOWL
Ilblel Double Utelr Lift HERON DOUBLE CHAIR LIFT
3600 FEET
2,700 lid

6010 NUGGET BOWL
Alblet Double Chair Lill
3,300 feat

"BUS-A-RAMA"

Lifts

BRONZE NUGGET BOWL
Riblel Double (halt lat
2,100 feet

Expresso Bus Leaves Three Times Weekly
SAN MATEO
REDWOOD CITY

SAN JOSE

SAN FRANCISCO

Saturday

Sunday

EAST BAY

Wednesday

it.K. Writ S.
Midweek lilt Rarlurtinn
Rodurtion on Ski Rental
F vintner!’
Reduction no Si
Round
Lessons
Trip
iwith I Irk e, mwspno)
01 NI 01,1 Iriforrmetion, Write or Call . . .

$995

SUNRISE INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
REDWOOD CITY
703 VETERANS BLVD.
Phones: 365-1580 or EN 1-0885 (toll free)
or Dodge Ridge Bay Area Office: 345-7763
R... Rama Ir.
APR
4V41141,,,,
41
16.
WI...W.01
eperas
.1ro thaw. ’Ian Jeva.
renman.. Read, and
Wont., land, I es Alf,.
Alin.. Ian,. ’,hop, Pal..
Smith’, on the CIO* anel Sprros, Redwnod COY
Alto
- I a o Spew/ Shop, So. Mateo Helm of Sun Valley,
Ellingson’,
andiDarcy’,,
San
Eden’s, F
,c
l(both
cEltirlingarn
’
na
Vikings
stores),
Swiss r
Ski Sports and
OakSierra Ski Shop; Seuselito flattens and boards;
Sport Chalet.
land
Abe Co..: Pleasant Hill

SIMPLICITY

SKI

DODG
ealibutia’&

044u10di

R&Joid

In the Heart of Sonora Pass Vacationlend on Highway 106

You are cordially invited to risk our
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * Crystal Stemiiare by
Holmegaard * Bode from Sweden.

Shortest Driving Time; Fewer Snow Miles
Ski School ... Ray Patton, director
New Ski Shop, Sales and Rental Departments
Restaurant, Continental Buffet and Snack Bar
Paved Parking for 2,000 Automobiles
For descriptive brochure writes
EARL PURDY, General Manager Bay AM. Office.
P.O. Box 513, 1011q Bern, Calif. 7066 Potomac Way, Bert Mate*
Phone 345-7763
Phone: YOrktown 5.3474

Dodge Ridge

PRICES FROM $100 TO $1000

TERMS GLADLY

Master
JEWELERS
NEW LODOEE
Center section. containing ski shop, school and ticket offices,
one testmos completed for 196465 season.

Noir Open and Opt.rating Daily

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Canter
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051
,
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Numerous Gift Ideas
For Boat Enthusiasts
Its JA(
AS tiLlsTON
United Pre** International
If you plan to play Santa to
a boating friend or relative this
Christmas, there are any number
of practical- and not so practical
- nautical gifts available.
For a few dollars you can gift
wrap a life preserver, a first aid
kit, a horn or a waterproof
flashlight. On the other hand, if
you feel in a generous moodand
have the cashyou can make
someone happy with a 12-meter
yacht.
Among the latter now on the
market is the Constellation,
vslikh defeated the British 12meter Sovereign in last Septimber’s America’s Cup series.
The price is about 8300,000.
On the more practical side, a
folding boarding ladder or a plastic
ice chest make ideal gifts. The
latter are especially versatile
aboard a boat, not only preserving food supplies but serving as
a seat and, in an emergency, as
a life preserver.
For the outboarder, an extra
fuel tank is always welcome. But
first be sure and check the type
of motor he owns.
Among other items are nautical
clothing, a canvas boat cover, one
of the new fiberglass tackle boxes,
a set of boat flags, a compass, a
depth finder, direction finder, binoculars, a boat hook or a spotlight.
Some boaters would appre, ,+.. ft.:hirer equipment or water
. and a tow rope, but first
:ire they have an Interest
.ports.

most appreciated
me of year, capeboatman is land, iter weather, is
,.1 boating or a sub.
i
to one of the boating
.tagazines.
Another good bet is a gift certificate for whatever amount you
want to spend. These usually can
be arranged at any marine supply
store or boat dealer.

of new gadget, at the 1965 boat
shows. Among them:
disappearing anchor. A
A
deck well fits over the anchor well
of any boat and the anchor hangs
down in it. The anchor is readily
accessible, but off the deck, eliminating scraped ankles and line
tangling.
A charcoal broiler which positions safely outboard of the hull
and is adjustable.
A new "high fashion" buoyant vest, tailored to fit snugly
(under foul weather gear if desired) which is designed for racing or rough weather.
Square boat fenders of pure
vinyl.
- A transistorized, lightweight,
two-way electronic megaphone and
signal horn which also can be
used as a power hailer with a
range up to two miles, or as an
"electronic ear" to amplify sounds.
A fisherman’s tackle box with
its own built-in lighting.
--A new boat seat hinge made
of stainless steel which permits
boat seats to be converted into
a chaise lounge or a bed.
- A pair of water skis connected
by a contoured saddle.
- -A pair of red fluorscent buoys,
visible for more than a quarter
of a mile, to be attached to water skis.

Frosh Football Team
To Boost Fortunes
’n Cern:rig Seasons

This year’s freshman football
crop, one of the finest in history,
could boost San Jose State’s grid
fortunes next season, and probably
for many seasons after.
Coach John Webb, in his first
year at the Spartababes helm,
guided his yearlings to a 4-3 winning season.
Two of the losses came by narrow margins to highly touted University of California and Santa
You’ll be seeing quite a number Clara University frosh teams.
Webb, a former Spartan halfback, contends that this year’s
Fall Fashions
squad has more players that can
Like -New Clothing
help the varsity than ever before.
Budget Boosters in
The diminutive mentor named 17
Sweaters Skirts
Suits
Dresses
boys who are counted on to help
THE CLOTHES CLOSET
carry the load for Bob Titchenal’s
286-3727 varsity.
t 1854 W Son Carlos

udoists Seek Fourth Title

Vet, Uchida Is Mgt on his
in the country again this year.
Dave Sawyer and Makoto Ohba- teaties strength. "We came up
yashi, 180-pound and 195 NCAA with more depth than we lost."
champions, have departed, while Ise said.
runnerup champs Paul Kodani and
Newcomers Jack Carr, 180, LarRich Gibson, 135 and 150 respet, ry Dobashi, 180, Dick Norona,
lively, do not ref urn.
190, Kay Yamasaki, 165, and James
Knabke, 175, are expected to bolster the squad.
Lettermen Gary Newquist, 195,
and Howard Fish, heavyweight, are
hack.
Transfers Irwin Kawano, 150,
and National AAU champ Yuzo
Naga, 135, are counted on. Koga,
schooled at Meiji University in
Japan.
Brown bells Joe Vabutioilo and
Bob Zumbelli, and black belts
Joint’ LYWIS Mid Floyd liariteda
are also expected to see :teflon.
One boy Uchida would like to
have performing is Paul Maruyams, U.S. Olympic judo team
member this year. Maruyama, defeated in the lightweight division
at Tokyo, transferred from Loyola
University in Los Angeles. Even
though not eligible this season, he
is expected to give valuable coaching tips to other team members.
Maruyarna will be eligible next
year.
San Jose’s first meet isn’t until
Feb. 7, but you wouldn’t know by
the workouts Uchida has run his
.iodokas through. Strenuous two
and a half hour practice sessions
have been held. Some Spartans
feel this Isn’t enough, and work out
on their own.
Uchida, Olympic judo coach this
year, feels his Spartan team should
OLYMPIC TOUCHPaul Maruyama, U.S. Olympic judo team
outclass any team around, but he
member this year, r., throws 190 -pound Dick Norona. Maruyama
feels University of California might
transferred from Loyola University, but is eneligible to compete
be strong in a few more years.
for SJS this season. Norona is expected to bolster coach Yosh
However, this season, it looks
Uchida’s team this season.
like San Jose will win its fourth
straight NCAA team title.

By GARY STROM
Despite losing nine black belt
judok as, including two NCAA
champions and two second place
finishers, Yosh Uchida’s three-time
NCAA defending champion judo
team is expected to be the best

YES, TEACHERNCAA champion Makoto Ohbayashi, r., instructs Spartan Larry Dobashi on the art of throwing. Ohbayashi
does not return this season, but Dobashi, 180-pound black baiter,
is counted on to lead this year’s squad.

Dave
Payne
Daily Sports Editor

Upcoming Sports Aplenty
Over Christmas Vacation

SJS Finishes Second
In Water Polo Rankings **

Its corning to that tinw IA year when football
await upcoming games including the NFL. and AFL Championships,
bowls, and all-star games.
Besides the championship games, you have two North-South
contests, a Blue-Grey game, the Shrine East-West clash, and numerous bowl gamesRose, Cotton, Orange, Sugar, Gator, Sun, Blue
Bonnett, and Gotham.
The unusual factor about the latter game is that It will be
played in Convention Hall, Atlantic Cityhome of the past Democratic Convention, Miss America Pageant, and a Beatles’ concert.
Another first will be the playing of the’ Orange Bowl under the
lights on New Year’s in Miami.
Here is a list of who’s playing whom in the upcoming bowl and
pro championship games:
AFL TitleBoston or Buffalo vs. San Diego
NFL Title- -Baltimore vs. Cleveland
NFL Runner-up BowlSt. Louis vs. Green Bay
C.1U
..MI’)01"Ifis
Rose BowlMichigan vs. OSU
Cotton BowlNebraska vs. Arkansas
Sugar BowlLSU vs. Syracuse
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
Orange BowlAlabama vs. Texas
Sun BowlTexas Tech vs. Georgia
Blue Bonnet BowlMississippi vs. Tulsa
SPECIAL
Gotham Bowl-- West Virginia vs. Utah
STUDENTS’ DINNER
Most of these games will be on television.
S
*
*
Mon. & Thur. Nights
will be some good basketball tournaments coming up over
There
Shimmin
Deacon
served Nay:
& His
the vacation.
i 100 a.m.- 800 p.m.
Dixieland Piano
Three large tourneys will be of interest to California cage foiSunday:
Fri. 8 Sat.
lowers--WCAC, San Jose, LA Classic, Los Angeles, and the Mo430 - LOO p.m.
Don Marley and
desto Junior College meet, Modesto, involving 16 teams.
His Hofbrau Band
The eight teams of the West Coast Athletic Conference, San
Jose, Santa Barbara, St. Mary’s, USF, Santa Clara, 110P, Loyola,
and Pepperdine will begin scrambling for the tournament championgarden City -llofirau
ship trophy the day after Christmas.
CY 7-201)2
51 So. Market
USF will be the favorite. SJS has been figured to finish out of
e
,i’Vt
ao
sofie
mor,tiortor
’0 iv via
11,./
--.0,4114.40140i111P/811,1inti
the tournament running for the past two seasons yet, they won
them both.
In first round games, Rt. Mary’s ,newts the Spartans anti USF
lees, they
plays PepperdItte. If 5.11.4 and ESP win their initial PM’
meet each other in the second round.
Down south, the L.A. Classic will play host to USC, UCLA,
Washington, Utah, Arizona, Minnesota, Iowa, and Michigan State.
UCLA will have to be tabbed as a favorite in that one. Yet, Minnesota may be a surprise.
In Modesto, 16 of California’s better JC basketball teams will
meet in a three day affair beginning Monday, Dec. 23.
There will be eight games daily, so if you’re an avid fan, here’s
McPHETRES
your chance.
COPE &

SKI
HEADQUARTERS

By ART slIMIti
The varsity water polo team,
which finished second in the U.S.
in collegiate rankings, behind Long
Beach State, may be the first
water polo team in history to place
three players on the All-American
team.
Sophomore Jack Likins, and seniors Frank Barnes and Gary Read
have been nominated.
"This year’s team is the best I
have had in my four year at SJS,"
said water polo coach Lee Walton.
"This season ma rk ed the first
time we have been ranked nationally and the first time we have
had more than two outstanding
players. Our second team could
defeat the average school’s first
team with comparative ease."
Walton, who has recruited
heavily from the Southern California area, spent the weekend watching the junior college championships in Long Beach.
"It’s a shame our team never
fully realized it’s potential," said
Walton. "We had six players whose
overall scoring prowess was vastly
superior to any other team in the
U.S., but we could never escape
foul difficulty."
The Spartans defeated numerous
teams by a 20 goal margin, an outstanding feat for any water polo
team, but in key games against
Long Beach and the Olympic Club,
half the starting team fouled out.
Goalies will present an unusual

COPE & McPHETRES

Christmas Gifts *
* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerscheum and
*
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks
* Barnes & Noble

*

College Outline
Series

*di

HUMIDOR
7.. SMOKE SHOP #

r.

QUARTER HORSE
MISSION MOTOR SCOOTERS

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

COAST TO COAST

YOUNG ADULTS
A Complete Line of Notionally Advertised Products

...the serious shop for serious skiers. We know
skiing. We specialize in the best of everything you
need...skis, poles, bindings, boots,
apparel...and in matching equipment to your individual style and
Skill. Buying or renting, ask for our
advice...and rely on our experience.
HEAD

Just North of Moonlit’ Shopping Center
243-2111
Open Sites Neer Christmas
2931 El Camino Real
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SPECIALS
problem for Walton next season. *
*
*
The varsity goalies, Bruce Hobbs *
4t
Rosewood
*
*
and Gary Fitchen were rated the *
Ss
*
Guitar
Classic
top two goalies in Northern Call- **
a
’
.
in
goalies, rofa’*
The a
two freshman
Nylon strings
*
Dan Wood and Dennis Lombard, :
*
*
were rated the top freshman goal- *
With bag and instruction book*
ies. Water polo teams rarely carry *
more than two goalies, yet Walton
Reg $63.00
conceivably will have four next
season.
Special $41.95
In addition to the aforementioned
We
have Martin & Guild
:
players, Captain Bill Parker, Mike
Guitars in stock
Hansen, Sheldon Harmatz, and
Jeff Logan contributed heavily to
Harvey’s
the defensive pressure exerted by
:Musical
Instruments:
the Spartan team. The Spartans
Ph. 286-4858*
led the nation in shut outs and usu- *32 So. 2nd St.
ally held strong teams below their
Perking
at
Kirby’s
Lot
:
IFree
scoring average.
irk*********************

ACCOUNTS INVITED!

Whether it be on the slopes, before the television set, or in the
stands at some bowl game or basketball tournament, have a MERRY
CHRISTMAS VACATION!
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339 So. 1st Street
(across from Hale’s)
CY 7-4653

609 Bird Avenue
Igic-407-041V1h441V.I.
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Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
ID, Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hi Ii Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

Dinnerware
SlIverware
Watch and tewelry
Repatr
Tape Recorders

A YEAR TO PAY

(At

Downtown
65 So. First St.
We validate all downtown lot raliels
CY 2-4910Open ’Id 9 Mon., Thurs. 8 Fri_ Niles
Valley Fair Shopping Center
CH 8.3040Open Mon. thru Fri, 3i1 9.30 p.m,
Sunnyvale 209 So. Taaffe St.
EE 9-0591 -Opqn
9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Had
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FREE
PARKING

Open Every Night and Sunday Until Christmas

’Operation Good Cheer’

GI’s Observe Yule
, In Far-Off Europe
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By ZANDER 1101.1.ANDI.It
United Press International
FRANKFURT ’UPI) - Along
the cold, barbed -wired frontier
separating Communist East Germany from the free west, Santa
Claus wears a uniform.
Instead of a sleigh pulled by
reindeer, he drives a U.S. Army
Jeep.
But it is Christmas, and that’s
the important thing.
The men v.hu watch the empty
miles, GI’s far from homemany
tor the first timewill have their
Christmas this year.
In a massive annual Christmas
labeled
obser.iiiice
’’Operation
Good l’Iteel," the ItS. Army and
Air F’ see prepared to gi.e their
men an American Christmas in
Europe, and to share the Yuletide festivities as in years past
with their French, German, Italian, and British neighbors.
U.S. military bases all over Europe are readying celebrations,
Christmas dinners, gifts, and all
manner of surprises for young and
old.
Commist-aries. PX’s and post
toy-shops were stocked for record breaking holiday rush.
e
THE U.S. ARMY alone reported
a staggering 172,000 lb. turkey
order for the traditional Christmas
Day dinner at European army
camps.
The official army menu for the
feast reads like a model for American Christmas dinners from
Maine to Oregon: "Shrimp cocktail, roast turkey with dressing
and giblet gravy, cranberry sauce,
mashed and candied sweet potatoes, butter, green beans, salads,
olives, hot rolls, fruit cake, and
a choice of mincemeat or pumpkin pie."
In addition, the army’s "Operation Good Cheer" made it possible
fur American servicemen in Germany to take part in Christmas
observances in German hum’s,
feasting on a German Yuletide dinner of roast goose and noodles.
A spokesman for "Operation
Good Cheer" explained "the program tries to make the young
soldier’s holiday like the one he
might have spent at home with
his loved ones."
Plans were under way at U.S.
armed forces installations all over
Europe to supply orphanages, old age homes, and thousands of needy
families with Christmas dinners,
gifts and holiday fun.
Men of Ramstein Air Force
Base, Germany, once again tackled
with enthusiasin their pet Christmas pastime, bringing Yuletide
happiness to youngsters at Riutala
Orphange in the Arctic cold 500
miles north of Helsinki, Finland,
believed to be the northernmost

orphans’ home supported by U.S.
servicemen.
U.S. Air Force personnel at
Bitburg Air Force Base in southern Germany scheduled Santa
Claus visits for needy families and
charitable institutions of all kinds,
supplying thousands of dollars
worth of warm winter clothing,
toys, bedding, food and other necessities.
Not to be outdone by the Air
Force, the U.S. Seventh Army gut
rolling with planned parties, Dee
lightings, Santa Claus visits, dinners arid other festivities at its
posts throughout Germany.
Army Commanding
Seventh
General William W Quinn planned
to visit as many troop units as
his schedule permitted, lo see ho.i
things were coming along, an
army spokesman told UPI.
The Seventh Army planned to
send its chorus on tour of "outpost" areas along the "no-man’s
land" of the East-West German
border, to bring a bit of Christmas
to troops keeping constant vigil.
Berlin command soldiers were
to play Santa to orphans at more
than 50 parties, proclaiming "Peace
on Earth" in the very shadow of
the Communist wall.

rArTss Dim

Yule Tree Has German Origin
By SANDIE SANDERSON
"0 Tannenbaum, 0 Tannenbaum, How Lovely are Thy
Branches."
The Christmas Tree comes to
decorate the American holiday
season from its native Germany.
Yuletide trees come in many
shapes, sizes and variety including
fir, pine and spruce. The most recently added species of the Christmas Tree family is aluminum,
coming in red, green, silver, and
gold with pompon branches or
straight tips.
In recent years flocking of trees
has become popular. Allowing the
indoor tree to take on the beauty
of the misty snow laden trees of
forest green.
Itepart ing from the t raditional
Yuletide green, sonic decorators
turn to pink, blue, violet and all
shades of the rainbow trawformMg the holiday season into a tes
tival of color with sprayed tree,.
The Christmas tree can be deco
rated in a vast array of way,. The

personal touch enters into the oatfitting of each tree.
More exceptional of the decorating ideal include the riblion
tree. Swirling strands of gold ribbon highlighted with golden pompon bows adorning the icy green
branches. Other colors of ribbon
may he ’Ned to match the decorators’ li 01 iday color scheme.
matching halls of harmonizing
colors add to sparkly of the enchanting season.
For a decoration good enough
to eat the cookie tree brings added wonder to the holiday joy and
fun. Gayly decorated gingerbread cookies in shapes of trees,
stars, Santa Clauses, and many
other Christmas figures can be
used. To attach them to the Yuletide tree a paste of powdered
sugar and water SillA1111
to hold the ribbon Isiop9 to the
cookie,.
Another eat’em tree I, the randy Cane Tree Red and white e.alle..
tax inche,. lung are aie,h. belt in

place with loops of
ribbon
:attached to potnpon bows. Tti.
canes’ loops are slipped over the
hiatieliffe to form both :a 1%str.torte
vane ball and a br,w on top. Haul
and White ribtsm eatu hit hider twined atmang the gli4.1) ii atiches
In adal a mow le,11.f. tone. ’flue
1/11 kilt is ilk. Iiii1111. I/I
rani,
1:110.
backed with Ii111101)
bailable how of tell and ...tide.
Small white lights. it recent
addition to the festival of Christmas tree light, sparkling among
a multitude of frothy white angels is truly a green and white
wonderland. In the place of balls
small angels are used to sit among
the green branches and twinkling
lights.
:I 1,101.k
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e Fare Varied
Many it a I i tins have unique
heal traditions.
In Armenia. boiled spinaeli is
moist because it is believed that
:Mary did sti the night hefure her
St ti wa, Intro
(111’iSilliiIS

Christmas Carols
The first Christmas carols welt
sting in 13th century Italy. These
simple carols were introduced in
Spain, France and England by
wandering musicians and were
;sung between the acts of the mirIia.cilse.pila..7f.aiInkspitrhede BHieirtaisihdersAncogernisISing." "Joy to the Vorld"
’God Itest Vu’
1sitien

and
ill
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In Holland, small gifts are hidden in puddings and sausages.
In Scandinavian nations, a large
rice putkling containing a single
almond is prepared in the belief
that the person receiving the portion with the almond will be married before the following ChristInas.
In Poland, wafers are exchanged
between friends instead of gifts,
the Christdinnerisstpareblaeti
raand hay
tablecloth.
mas
: In Chile, Monkey’s Tail, a cold
beverage composed of alcohol, coffee, milk and egg, is served.
I In French Canada, the cat is
always fed well at Christmastime
because it is considered bad luck
it there 1.. a meow on Christmat:
Eve.
celeIn Ethiopia, Christrna,:
brated 13 times a yearonce a
month arid twice in April

In France, children of American military dependents were
learning Christmas carols in
French to participate in festivities
with local children In the French
town of Sarrebourg.
British RAF and U.S. Air Force
personnel of air force bases at
Bentwaters, Wethersfield, Lakenheath and Alconbury, England,
scheduled tree-lighting ceremonies,
caroling, band concerts and visits
to homes for the aged, under a
jointly-sponsored "Remember Our
Own" program.
Chaumont Air Force Base In
Fiance laid on a special Christmas
program by the Vienna Boys’
Choir at its Community Center.
In other countries as far apart
as Italy, Spain, Turkey and Greece,
Christmas was in the air at U.S.
Army and Air Force installations.
And there was something else.
Everywhere there were Christmas preparations there also were
plans for observances in the
churches; candlelight services in
Protestant chapels and midnight
masses in Catholic, lest mankind
forget at the end of a troubled
1964 the meaning of "Peace On
Earth, Goodwill to Men."
MISTLETOE KISSING
Kissing under the mistletoe is
a custom derived from an ancient
pagan marriage rite. The Druids
In Gaul, Britain and Ireland, considered the mistletoe sacred. They
not only encouraged kissing under
it, but even crushed the mistletoe
and drank it as an aphrodisiac.
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Love Thai Never Lets Go
When a person commits his life to Jesus Christ he soon discovers
the supernatural workings of God’s power within him. Not only does this
power transform and enrich, it also delivers and protects the child of
God. Indeed, despite his human shortcomings and failures, the Christian
finds himself sustained by divine love which never lets go. From within
and without God protects and directs the lives of His own so that they
can grow in freedom and love. No force or power is ever able to dislodge the Christian from the eternal surrounding love of his holy Father.
This is the great message brought to us in Chapter II of the Epistle to
the Romans:
"We know that in everything God works for good with those who
love Him, and who are called according to His purpose. For those whom
He foreknew He also predestined to be conformed to the image of His
Son, in order that He might be the first-born among many brethren.
And those who He predestined He also called; and those whom His
called He also justified: and those whom He justified He also glorified.
"What then shall we say to this? If God is for us, who is against
us? He who did not spare His own Son, but gave Him up for us all,
will He not also give us all things with Him? Who shall bring any
charge against God’s elect? If is God who justifies: who is to condemn?
Is it Christ Jesus, who died, yes, who was raised from the dead, who is
at the right hand of God, who indeed intercedes for us? Who shall
separate us from the love of Christ? Shell tribulation, or distress, or
persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? As it is written,
’For thy sake we are being killed Il the day long; we are regarded as
sheep to be slaughtered. No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him who loved us. For I am sure that neither death, nor
life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come,
nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor anything else in ell creation, will
be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord."
(Romans 819 39 RSV).
Have vou permitted God access to your life through Jesus Christ?
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Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto
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Pendleton Shirts. Practically a campus
tradition. Warm. Colorful. Comfortable.
Tailored to a T in 100% virgin wool. IVA
has the largest choice ever. Plaids or
Plains, almost any color that you can
possibly want. And they are only 14.95
Save your cash, open a Super/Charge account. All you need is your Reg Card.
ROOS MIIMI IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE; FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
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IN SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CFiLEK PLAZA
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’Hams’ Discuss Christmas Customs

By TOM PON’EL1.
Christmas customs and activities
differ widely throughout the world.
Amateur radio operators from five
areas of the globe discussed these
customs with a reporter through
the facilities of W6YL, the SJS
Amateur Radio Club.
In South Korea, celebrations hit
the high point at New Year’s,
around the middle of January.
Families combine religion with economics and plant trees along side
the roads. The custom provides religious tradition as well as a control of erosion during the rainy
season.
The food eaten along with rice

throughout the year is called. ing of Brazilian and U.S. custom.
Custom in Uruguay differs iti
"Kimchi." It is hardly palatable to
There is no system of roads as two aspects, however. Christmas
most Americans, hut serves as the You have in California, he noted. Day is called, "Family Day."
Gifts are exchanged less on
main dish at New Year’s. The The people here would like to visit
Koreans make a brine of salt relatives during Christmastime but , Christmas than on the "Day of
water and throw in cabbage. They find travel difficult.
I Kings," Jan. 6. The day commemothen add peppers, garlic, and fish.
It’s summertime during the rates the time the three wise men
After the dish has fermented for a ’South American yule season, so brought gifts to the infant Jesus.
few weeks, it is served. According ’ summer sports make up the De- , Christmas in Adak, Alaska, is
cember activities. Soccer, the con- ’quite another thing. Adak, locato the reporter, "It’s real hot."
In South America, Christmas is tinent’s principal sport, is viewed tion of a U.S. naval base, Is the
celebrated much as in the United by nearly everyone. On Christmas home of about 2,500 young Amer’,
can men.
day, the stadiums are Jammed.
States, according to reports.
In Asuncion, Paraguay, the famThe Brazilian people consider
There is no skiing because the
Christmas the most Important day ilies place small nativity scenes in snows have not yet come by
of the year, said a man in Sao front of their homes. While papa I
Christmas. According to one of the
Paulo. Most of the citizens of the is setting up the scene, mama and
city are employees of American , the children decorate the Christ- enlisted men, the major activity of
Christmas Day is "standing watch."
manufacturer’s, leading to a merg- mas tree.

Christmas SeasonOpen Season
For Yuletide Swindlers’ Harvest
PoPE
Polled Press International
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Christmas shopping season is also
the annual golden harvest season
for the gyp artist, President Kenneth B. Wilson of the National
Better Business Bureau warned
today.
Some of these sharp operators
make so much money in the Yule
season by trimming the unwary
that they don’t have to work the
rest of the year.
Some of their shoddy merchandise rackets and outright thefts

hustler., harass businessmen
are carried on the year around
but activity is stepped up between 1who buy Christmas gifts in quanChristmas.
Thanksgiving day and
tity or solicit orders at factory
Wilson warned folks to watch Igates.
out for these swindles, always ’ "Perfume rackets are the bigprevalent this time of year --street gest Christmas swindle headache,"
corner hawkers peddling cheap Wilson said, "because perfume is
watches, fake perfumes, ram- such a popular gift."
The most widespread and plaushackle toys and other shoddy
sible perfume racket is the sale of
goods.
Mail order ads or telephone what are supposed to be tiny purse
solicitors offering well known sized bottles of famous and exbranded merchandise at suspiperfumes at bargain prices.
ciously low prices. When the goods pensive
finally come, they turn out to be Actually, the little bottles contain
cheap toilet water. cheap imitations

HOW TO LOOK SHARP..THOUGH FLAT!
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A timely
pre -holiday
event,
made possible
through
the cooperation
4/
of one of
our leading
manufacturers.
The suits
and sport coats
are in our
own natural
shoulder

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET
reg.

67.50

models. The

1 ALL WOOL SHARKSKIN SUIT

trousers are

1 BLAZER OR SPORT COAT

37.50

2 PAIR OF ALL WORSTED TROUSERS (22.50)

45.00

plain front
belt loop
models in
all worsted

TOTAL VALUE
SPECIAL PRICE

twist fabric.
Regs. shorts,

OPEN A SUPER
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ACCOUNT

150.00
109.00
YOU SAVE 41.00
12 MONTHS TO PAY

longs. 36-44.

X3DIINT’S
VALLEY FAIR, SAN JOSE
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:30-9:30

SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW
Open Monday thru Saturday 10-9:30
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Russians Celebrate
Duo of Christmases

SJS MARKETING MAJOR Steve Lewis is shown during one of his
many adventures with his EMPI Sportster. This type of vehicle
can be constructed from a kit for less than $1200.
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Customs From Many Lands

Romans ornamented thcir tem- feature of the Christmas season.
ples and homes with green boughs 1The first carols, songs in which a
and flowers for Saturnalia, their !religious topic is treated in a teamid -December season of merry- 1 five or similar style, were promaking. Providing the inotlel for Iditeed in the 13th Century.
many of the merry -making tusSanta (71am, eelebrated as a
toms of Christmas, the celebration jolly old man who bears gifts, is a
eontt.action for St. Nicholas, a ltrd
included feasting, the buttling
Century bishop famed for unexcandles and the giving of gilts.
Druids gathered mistletoe and peeted gifts.
Among today’s Christmas cushung it in their homes, and the
toms in the Netherlands and BelSaxons used holly, ivy and bay.
Lights also played an important gium is a feast of St. Nicholas, a
eitildren’s holiday celebrated Depart in winter solstice festivals.
The origin of the Christmas tree ember 6. Customs assoeiated with
has been variously traced, but it is Christmas and feasting are obgenerally believed that the first served on this day.
December 25 is strictly a reliChristmas tree was of German origin. Boniface, an English mission- gious holiday in the Netherlands
ary to Germany in the 8th Cen- and Belgium.
The Teutonic yule feast also
tury, replaced the sacrifices to
Odin’ sacred oak by a fir tree in provided customs for Christmas
festivities, such as the yule log.
tribute to Christ.
In England, the "Yule Log" is
Accounts persist that Martin
Luther introduced a tree lighted carried from the woods on C’hristwith candles. German Prince Al- mas Eve by the eldest and youngbert introduced the Christmas tree est of a family. The log is placed
to England, and German immiThe Poor House, a dimly lit yet in the mountains ran have kith an grants brought the custom to the on the kitchen floor where all
By CAROLYN CHASE
members of the family sit on it in
simple
Like
Tarestaurant and lounge, at- interesting and relaxing vacation United States.
Christmas vacation at
hoe for SJS students Is serene and I tracts the college crowd. Featuring in the Lake Tahoe area.
Music early became a marked hopes of receiving some luck.
scenic on one hand, and exciting a wide variety of dinner sandwiches, the restaurant also offers
and entertaining on the other.
Snow clings delicately to the tall a combo and dancing in the evepine trees, and the earth is covered nings. Located two miles east of
with a white blanket. Chilled air Stateline on Highway 50, the resblows across the icy blue lake taurant opened this past summer.
Restaurants in Harvey’s and
nestled at the foot of the majestic
Harrah’s also offer hot and cold
Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Boy,
The serenity and beauty of the dishes within the college student’s
Tahoe area also is found on the range, from $1 to $5. During
it’s sure easy
ski slopes where warmly clothed Christmas vacation college students are hired to work in the varskiers soar down the banks.
to spot your heap
Ski resorts are located through- ious departments at both Harvey’s
out the mountains. Sugar Bowl, and Harrah’s clubs to accommoin the parking lot, Richy,
at the top of Donner Pass, precedes date the winter tourist crowd.
One of the most popular night
Squaw Valley on Highway 40. Site
with all those Dodge Coronets
of the 1960 Winter Olympic games, spots adopted by the college crowd
around it.
Squaw Valley offers a variety of is the Cellar, known for the combo
restaurants such as the German which played until 6 a.m. six
Hofbrau and lodges, particularly nights a week during the summer.
the Squaw Valley Inn. The Gon- During the winter it is open for
dola Tramway, which takes pass- business on the weekends. It is loengers on a 32-minute sightseeing cated one mile from Stateline in
trip through the Sierras, operates Nevada on Highway 50.
COLLEGE HANGOITT
daily from 10:30 am. to 5:30 p.m.
Next to the Cellar is another
STRAWBERRY LODGE
Other ski resorts are Straw- college "hangout," a bit more reberry Lodge on Highway 50 north fined but just as popular. Known
of Placerville, and Heavenly Valley as the Glass Crutch, the night
at Bijou in the Lake Tahoe basin. spot features a combo and dancAt the top of the Heavenly Valley ing. On weekends the place literskiing area is the Heavenly Valley ally rocks.
Activity at Tahoe is limited in
Restaurant which offers a majestic
view of Lake Tahoe and the moun-j the winter because of the cold
and
$3
’
weather but it can be a restful
tains. Dinners range from
away-from-home vacation. It proup.
Numerous restaurants and night vides a break in the normal rouspots which appeal to the college tine of daily living and can be exstudent’s budget are scattered citing at the same time.
Students interested in a vacation
throughout the Lake Tahoe basin.
MOSCOW tUP! I - - The Soviet
Union has two Christmases both
officially ignored by the Kremlin’s
atheistic rulers.
Except for a few thousand practicing Roman Catholics and Lutherans and the Western colon in
Moscow, Dec. 25 is just another
working (lay itt Russia.
The Catholics and Lutherans observe Christmas Dec. 25, following
the Gregorian calendar as most of
the Western world does.
But Russia’s Orthodox church as
well as other small Christian faiths
--such as the Baptists- celebrate
Christmas Jan. 7 the Nativity
date fixed in the Julian calendar.
Despite the official policy, the
Christmas festive spirit from byday,: dies hard in
gone

, this country.
At Christmas time the streets
are filled with decorated trees,
colored lights and there is a holiday gaiety in the frosty capital.
People scurry for holiday gifts.
. But instead of the Star of Bethlehem, the Red Star of Communism tops the trees.
. There’s even Santa Claus, only
he is known as Bed Mom tGrandfather Frost I.
For those Russians, however, to
whom fir trees, Grandfather Frost
and gifts are the celebration of the
birth of Christ, there is no official
bar to chumh attendance. But at
the normal Russian Christmas-tide
(Jan. 7th t the Soviet press generally steps up its anti -religious
propaganda campaign.

By KATHY NORRIS
Each year when we celebrate
Christmas with carols, lighted yule
logs and sprigs of holly and ivy,
we are celebrating Christmas with
a blend of customs and traditions
of different nationalities. Christ toss in the United States is composed of threads of customs from
many countries.
Christmas, a name derived from
the medieval "Christes Masse," was
celebrated for the first time with a
feast in the 4th Century.
Most of the customs now associated with Christmas were not originally Christmas customs but were
pre -Christian and non - Christian
customs, such as practices of ancient winter solstice festivals which
blended with Chri,ITTITTs.

Old VIN’s Never Die,
Lake TahoeWhere College Students
Parts Go into Kits Venture for Winter Sports, Entertainment
By TONY BOWMAN
Steve Lewis, SJS marketing major, spends much of his spare time
roaring up and down local hills
and back country toads In his
bright orange EMPI Sportster.
As far back as Lewis can remember, he has been interested in
cars, especially racing machines.
While attending San Bernardino
Valley Junior College, Lewis produced and starred in a TV series
featuring racing news feature
stories.
The program, called Pit Stop,
was first aired over the educational
television facilities at the college.
It became such a success that it
was later transferred to a local independent station in San Bernardino.
The Sportster, that Lewis drives
and helps distribute in the Northens California area, is a unique
vehicle. It represents the first attempt to supply the American
sportsman with an on -the-road,
off-the-road vehicle in kit form.

For Sportsmen--4ortsters
are at home on back-country
trails.
For Business UseIdeal for
use as delivery vehicle.
For Farm & RanchA rugged
vehicle for rural odd jobs.
ye MultiPorpose
EMPI Sportster at ...

STEVE LEWIS
633 S. 8th, Apt. 13
San Jose, Calif,
Phone 295-7780

This is a vehicle the sportsman can
build himself, with a minimum of
experience and skill, for less than
$1,200.
There is an ever-increasing number of back-country enthusiasts
who like a vehicle that doesn’t
have to stop where the road ends.
Many of these people have had to
resort to either the purchase of
expensive jeeps or build their own
versions of beach buggies from old
car parts.
The Sportster Is a utility and
fun vehicle that uses dependable
Volkswagen parts and a kit body
manufactured by the EMPI company. The construction methods
are fairly simple.
The kit body is placed on a hoist
or jack and a wrecked Volkswagen
with the servicable parts is placed
next to it. The necessary components are then transferred from
the Volkswagen to the kit body
following detailed, step-by-step instructions that are furnished with
the kit.
Lewis said that he and another
college student built a Sportster in
less than eight hours for an article
that appeared in Hot Rod magazine. Currently, the Sportster is
featured in Road and Track magazine, and it has also been on the
cover of Motor Trend.
For those not mechanically inclined, Lewis said that EMPI
makes a completed car that Is
ready to run. There is also a complete line of accessory parts offered to hop up the stock VW engine to make the Sportster fun car
a very peppy off-the-road vehicle.

In 1659, under Puritan pressure,
the Massachusetts General Court
passed a "blue law" imposing a
four-shilling fine on anyone celebrating Christmas. This law was
repealed in 1681.

Nothing’s impossible when you’re
dressed in the choice of the experts.
White Stag is meticulously tailored
for the skier who demands performance with his fashion. Bold colors and
action fabrics put you on the right
track on any slope.
You’re right
in
Take 5 ... and swing out refreshed.
Coca-Cola with its brictt lively lift.
big bold taste,
never too sweet refreshes best.

bilentie;

with
Cow

The skier’s tailor since

1929

DODGE DIVISION

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
244 S. 2nd

REED’S SPORTS SHOP
3151 Alum Rock Ave.

Bottled under the auttioroty of The CoLaCola Company by.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE, SAN lOSE, CALIFORNIA

£5 Dodge coronet 500

Got a second? Lend an ear. Dodge’s all
new, hot new Coronet 500 has got an
awful lot going for it (besides your girl).
For instance: buckets and backup lights,
full carpeting and a console, spinners
and a padded dasha// standard equipment. More? Much! Like an engine
lineup that would make any car squeal
for joy: 273, 318, 361, 383 or 426 cubic

ell CHRYSLER
w MOTORS CORPORATION

inches. Like a lean and hungry look. And
like a low, low price tagCoronet costs
less than any full-size Dodge in years.
We can’t hope to make you a believer
with an ad, so we’d like to extend an invitationcome and see the 1965 Coronet
500 at your nearest Dodge dealers.
Bring your girl along .. it makes for
a cheap date.

RRSPARTAN
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Industrial Arts Club Plays Santa With Trains, Doll
C

ter..

Industrial Arts Club members m.srr produced

BOX OF GOODIESBob Roudman
and Jerry Switzer hold a boxful of
wheels made from dowels.

100 trains for

wide-eyed orphans to enjoy coi Christm,.s morning.

DOWN BY THE STATION, EARLY IN THE
MORNINGThe arsenal of parts here look
more like a bird’s eye view of cargo ready for
shipping at the railroad yards than the tiny

train parts they really are. I.A.
made more than 20 tiny pieces
100 trains they made for orphan.

Students Give Time,
Money for Orphans
0, 11 %1 1

1 \I 1 \
\l, 111t1
The happy lace ot a child
when he discovers "what Santa
Claus has left under the Christmas tree" is one of the most
heart-warming sights known.
But for those children who

FINISHED TOYSJerry Switzer, Judy Samuels,
and James Babcock, club advker, show some
the 200 trains and sock doll,: f113de by in -

dustrial arts students. The project was such a
success, the group was swamped by 800 orders
from orphanages.

Kris Kringle, Elf
Share Santa’s Suit
Around the World

720

dolls.

Members of the Industrial
Arts Club and the women of the
I.A. 20 Basic Technical Drawing
Class IIHVP donate el $75 and
many hours of their own time
lit one,: produce the toys.
’rho will distribute them later
to local orphanages.

II ogh 1,011.110 .11.1, stir

dem

PSA FLIGHTS
OVER XMAS
HOLIDAYS
(How about that?)
Call PSA Super Electra Jet reservations today!

San Francisco -Los Angeles
761-0818
Los Angeles -San Diego
776-0125
San Diego -San Francisco
298-4611

are in orphanages, without loving Imp-ems to give them presents. Christmas is likely to be
just another lonely, grim day.
Santa’s elves could never let
this happen. A group of 19 8.15
students decided to play Santa
to unfortunate c h lid ren and
make 100 toy trains and 100 sock

13.50
8.35
19.85

.1!

tr

santa
ship in every

,1,%

CLUB

muI ), .iround the world.
Tlu children in Germany, for
example. receive their Christmas gifts from Eris Kringle. a
young girl wearing a golden
crown and carrying a tiny Yule

They got into the spirit of
things by donating $75 for supplies. They asked local hardware stores for additional supplies and the businessmen replied by donating $80 in wood
and paint.
James Babcock, assistant professor in architectural drawing
and adviser to the Industrial

been treated to a bowl of rice
and milk in his at iii hi aim.
In Eoland gtt IS 1,111V front
NItr.. Iii Iltiogary, the angel .
are the bearer. of presents.
The legend is that the youngest enlliel carrying the Wise Men
to Bethlehem lay exhausted from
the long journey, and children

Arts Club, originated the ide;i.
omis first project of the P‘41.
WAS mainly to gel the I.A. Club
going again, since most of the
former members were graduated
last semester," Babcock said.
From a dozen or more toys

brought water and wheat to revive him. Ever since, the camel
travels over the d es er t each
Christmas with gifts for the
young.
The Russian gift -giver is an
old woman named Baboushka
who misdirected the Wise Men
in their journey on the first
Christmas. Now, according to
She legend, flaboushka travels
through the country during the
holiday season, knocking at

every door with her staff.
She enters each home to hold
a candle close by the faces of
sleeping children. Then she
places a toy under the child’s
pillow and rushes away on her
unending search for the Christ
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W. will b*
.1mael nro
....rirlays meant
Suii D., 20,
visit us between
10 to 4 P.M.

mass prodoce the
TIWN

els,

mm I
II

lilt

sliced %Owe]

I

r

chopped up
feet long into tins cii4iticmm I
Banta’s elves sanded, glued,
and hammered more than 20 tiny
pirees making up each train.
To paint each small piece Ilw
I.A. Club 111C1111/P1’s strung the
parts on boards and spray painted them in black and red.
NMI

SANTA’S ELVESDave Eckert and Bon
just two of the students working on the pri
As part cf the giant assembly line, they h
1,000 wheels for the 100 trains.

(’OE1)S MAKE DOLLS
dolls, the
To make the
COCAS gathered at a classmate’s
apartment and is
and

stuffed.
They bought 50 pair of socks
on sale. stuffed each %sill> cotton, drew on a face
Willi

OSi sill

enell

line

itlflIVO111:11

anfl added a ribbon lop’ the
topknot.
ISheii the gr01111 first divulged
its plan to make the Christina.
toys, it woo. swamped with 8011
requests. NVorking wally loo.
hours groltIr 111P11111CIN
W1111 200 of these.
Siii11:1’S elves 10itti the industrial Arts eluh include Gene
and Bonnie Parish, Arnold Mercier, Jerry Switzer, Bob nowt man, Boll Small, Dar*: Eckert,
Bill Englund, Itob Clemons and
Babcock.
f’oeds aiding the siwk doll include Judy Samuels, 1..:1111011f,
Levin, l’athy Nelson and Martha
Maynard.
siult1

;

Just publixhech Sports, Racing and T

BIKE HANGBOOK CATO
Jutl looking ol

our ’ Handbook of Cycl ology" is
hire in free.wheiling living. Most complete 114.pi
and catalog on bikes, accessories, parts, toots
"must" for sports cyclists. 5I postpaid, refundal
satisfied.

WHEEL GOOC
6

Dept. CP 2737 Hennepin
Minneapolis, Minn. 554011

When Bob Goalby
goes hunling...

An Evening
With

NANCY
WILSON
PLUS

arid the Kenny Dennis Trio

SUNDAY, DEC. 27, 8:00 P.M.

;1 1 7

in the urtust,,I

which had at one time been
made in the industrial arts area,
the club members decided they
could best play Santa by making
trains and dolls.
BABCOCK TESTED
Some toys have the Good
Housekeeping seal of approval:
some toys are bested by McCalls, but the toys the club
members made were "Babcock
tested."
The adviser took samples of
toys to his own small children.
"My little girl liked the sock
doll so much she took it to bed
with her. I finally had to take
it away after she fell asleep so
we would have a model to work
with." he said.
To make the toys Santa’s as-

GERALD WILSON’S BAND

Map"

Mill BIG 111-1\ \\ \Y, SAlliA’FOGA

be

orerants

SANTA

ending started when 11 members
of the Industrial Arts Club and
the %%Innen in a basic technical
drawing class decided to make
toys as a Christmas project.

t rec.
In Denmark the elf, Allen’ssen, is the bearer id holiday
gifts. Legend holds that throughout the year the elf lives in the
attic to keep a sharp eye on the
household.
Christmas tt inner is never
served until the "Nisse" has

WWI). Prodwoos.

PLAvs

The’ sari story spit Ii a happy

air

sistanls

MASON C AUD., S. F.

Mad Otders Now Acc.DMed
TICKFTS V SO, $1.50, 5450 It., (ncl.)
Uo.N.down
Box Office. 325 Mason Si., S.F. PR 12021
OaklandSherman Clay Bort Office;
San Jose Box Orfic

’Chap Stick goes along!
"When I get a break from the tournament milt.,"
says this leading golf pro, "I love to go up north
to hunt. But the change in climate sure raises
cain with my lips.They used to get annoyingly dry

even cracked.Then our guide tip
’Chap Stick’. It makes sore lips feel g
helps heal them fast. Now whelk!
my 12-gauge or my 5 iron, I carry
,
’The It balm set
1111111 I"use by the
’0111/’ U.S. Olympic S,

A lavarile
1.1 Canada.

DON’T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUNWHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH ’
(1155’ 15
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Which way will they carry you?
sports
:kert and Bonnie Parodi are
king on the project for Santa.

sly line, they helped assemble
sins.

fashion

Racing and Touring

OK CATALOG
of Cycl logy" is an adven
sst complete 114-pope guide,
odes, pasts, tools, data. A
postpaid, refundable if not
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New Feeling
lyt Seiope Citriittna4
In the Air
Winter Nigh

’Goodie’ List for Santa Claus
...Sublime to the Ridiculous

There is a new feeling in the
,tir this week. It is not a sure feeling but it is there nevertheless.
It is telling us that winter is close
hand.
September and October have not
really upset summer activities too
much. There have still been the
beach parties, the cold beer, the
cry of the surfers ("On the outsider’) and the warm ronfantic
nights humming with the sounds
of crickets.

Betty Coed stood in line with
all the other cats waiting to see.
Santa. The line wound up and
down, around and through Macy’s
toy department.
In the department store window
a passionate pink dress had caught
Betty’s eye. She bent down to add
it to the Christmas list in hand.
As she waited, youngsters clung
to their parents’ hands and jumped
up and down with joy. The line
grew longer and longer as the
hour drew on, but Betty found
herself wending her way toward
the front.
Finally Santa’s pixie elf, dressed
in a spritely red suit with jumping
jack collar, handed her a candy
cane and said, "Next please."
Betty climbed up on Santa’s lap,
patted his cotton beard, and responded to his question, "And
what would you like for Christmas, Little Girl?" by unfolding
the Christmas scroll.
Her list included:
Completed College Union
Piece of tile from Tower Hall
Non-collapsing bookstore

By JANE HOYT and NORM BM% 1 1
(With apologies to Clement C. Moore

Now a new season is about to
unfold and people will react in
new ways.
For those who savor the love
for living, there will be a new
kind of laughter and warmth even
though the weather is cold. There
will be crackling fires in fireplaces, steaming windows, musty
smelling raincoats, bubbly hot
liquids on the stove and a romanticism all its own.
Most of the surfers will put
their boards up in the attic or
down in the basement, the parties
will move indoors, the mugs of
cold beer will change to hot toddies and the only sounds of the
night will be the howling of an
icy wind.
This is one of the most forbidding, yet happiest, times of the
year. Although the weather is unfriendly, people begin to open their
hearts to the spirit of giving and
loving.
Soon there will be twinkling
colored lights, the smell of pine
and the spirit of love and giving
will pour forth greater than ever.
It is no wonder that the initial
sadness at the end of summer is
soon overcome by the exuberant
laughter which is part of winter.
This is truly one of the happiest
times of the year.

’Twas the night before Christmas and all through the row
Not a house was stirring, not even ATO.
The paddles were hung by the chimney with care
In hopes that the actives would never be there.
The brothers were nestled all snug in their beds
While visions of Sallies danced in their heads.
The pledge chairman in his nightgown and I in my cap
Had just settled doan for a long winter’s nap.
When out on the row there arose such a clatter
I sprang from my rack to see what was the matter.
Away to the balcony I flew like a flash,
Tore open the door I hit with a bash.
The streetlights, reflected on the newfallen rain.
Gave a luster of mid -day to objects. in vain.
When what my questioning eyes should see
But a miniature man and a tiny MG
With a reckless old frat rat, so lively and quick
I knew in a moment it must be Brother Nick.
More rapid than Ferrari’s the brothers they came
When he whistled and shouted and called them by name.
"On Phi Sigs. on Sig Eps, on Sammies and Theta Chi.
On Delta Sigs. on Lambda Chic, on DU and Theta Xi."
To the top of the Caf. to the top of Tower Hall,
Now dash away. dash sass, dash away all.

Art Students Exhibit

In Gallery Showings
The basic architectural design
of the Art Building is similar to
that of the other new buildings
on campus. That, however, is
where the similarity ends.
There is a special atmosphere
in the Art Building. The students
there are interested in expressing
themselves through some medium
of art.
Take a walk through the Art
Building and discover what the
students are doing. In almost every classroom, examples of their

About the Cover...
As the cold December winds
Woe,. across San Jose State College campus, students seek the
warm comfort of their rooms and
apartments. It’s a time for studying or sitting around the fireplace.
But soon the cold winds will
blow across a deserted campus as
20.674 SJS students will be carried
in all directions by the Four Strong
Winds.
This edition of the San Jose
State College color supplement.
the Peacock, is devoted to four
areas of interest that will certhinly he in the minds of Spartans
from near and far.
Many students will take to the
slopes of the Sierra Nevada or
other winter sports areas for skiing, skating or tobogganing. Others will be heading for the warmer
Southern California beaches to do
some surfing or swimming.
For many Staters vacation time

is a time for visiting friends and
relations and perhaps attending
weddings or "old home-week"
parties.
The Christmas vacation is a
time for giving and receiving, too.
Store windows are filled with
beautiful fashions and many of
our students spend much time
shopping.
There are some Spartans who
must travel long distances home
for vacation. With autos loaded,
many students soon will be stalling for destinations far beyond the
boundaries of Santa Clara County.
Indeed, the Four.Strong Winds
will scatter Spartans for the holidays, but, which ever way each
student may go, the staff of the
Peacock and Spartan Daily extend
to all a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.

Daily Peacock December 16. 1961

artwork are displayed on shelves,
decorate walls, stand from the
floor and hang from the ceiling.
In many of the rooms one can
seethe way students vary color,
design, pattern and mood in oils,
watercolors, sketches, prints, jewelry, sculpture, ceranlics, pop art,
and weaving. The variations and
creativeness of the different works
are more numerous than the number of students.
Displays can be seen in both
of the galleries, window cases and
bulletin boards.
The Art Gallery exhibitions are
arranged by the Art Gallery Committee. The displays are selected
in advance for the fall and spring
semesters. The exhibitions range
from one-man shows, such as the
sculpture by Erik Gronborg, to
works of numerous artists as displayed in the Chicago artists’ exhibition.
The next exhibition in the main
gallery will be the Christmas Art
Auction. The works of students
and faculty members will be sold
in the fourth annual Christmas
auction and sale from Dec. 7-18.
The work, accepted at the discretion of the Art Gallery Committee,
will be priced so that 50 per cent
of the money from the sale will
go to the artist, 40 per cent for
art scholarships and 10 per cent
for the Gallery fund. Starting
prices for all bidding will be at
least $3 on all items. The Gallery
is open from 9 am. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday and from
1:15-5 p.m. Sunday.
The little gallery, located jtpo

down the hall from the Art Gallery, displays the works of students and faculty members. Don
Donoho, associate professor of art
and education, is now exhibiting
"visual photography." In photography, four traditions prevail: pictorial, documentary, experimental
and the equivalent. "The tradition
of the equivalent involves use of
metaphor, simile and symbol,"
Donoho believes

Permanent cluing of Seventh
Street
Permanent closing of San Carlos
Street
Longer Christmas holiday
Upholstered desk seats
Blue card repellent
1932 Isotta Fraschini limousine
Jean Harlow wig
James Bond mystery
1964 calendar
Revised copy of Tower List
Water skis
Trip to Zanzibar
Beatles sweatshirt
Pink umbrella
Purple satin sheets
1939 Spartan football
String of pearls
Mink eyelashes
Playboy hare
Davy Crockett coloring book
24 karat ball and jacks
Silver plated spittoon
White Christmas
Jade-handled jump rope
Petunia scented stationery
Abolish 7:30 classes
Matching muk-luks
Daniel Boone coonskin coat
New Ford Cobra
Two week trip to Squaw Valley
Abolish 8:30 classes
Passes to next year’s surfini
championships
Barry for President button
Dan Gurney’s autograph
Acceptance by the Peace Corps
No more approved housing
Closting of 11th Street for water
fights
IBM registration
Personalized parking garage key
card
Abolish 9:30 classes
More girls on campus
Holiday pass to library
Better cafeteria food
Skate board for surfers

Li

Heavenly Valley First

Ski Club Plans Three Trips
By DAVE PAYNE
Daily Sports Editor
San Jose State Ski Club members are waxing down their skis
and getting ready for three
planned trips to three skiing resort areas during the winter
months ahead.
The club has been going strong
for three months, even though
skiing only recently has begun.
The campus organization, enjoying
its largest membership at close to
100, already has had two ice skating trips, to San Francisco and
Berkeley, a ski fashion show, movies, and a talk by Nick Fiore,

th

instructor at Yosemite’s
Badger Pass Resort.
The club is comprised of beginners through experts.
A dry ski school is being planned
for Dec. 17 to help prepare for
Christmas vacation outings and
the forthcoming club trips.
The three trips planned for the.
spring semester are Heavenly Valley, Feb. 19-21; Alpine Meadows,
March 5-7; and Squaw Valley,
1960 site of the Winter Olympics,
March 19-21.
Transportation for all trips is
via chartered bus. All accommodations and life fees are on a discount rate to club members.

Organizah,a1

.111.

IiiIII

fling an unofficial trip to Heavenly
Valley during semester break. A
large turnout is expected during
the five-day ski vacation.
Last year, the SJS Ski Club
made trips to Mt. Shasta, Squaw
Valley, and Heavenly Valley.
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UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
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GUTH r1RST STREET, SAN JOSE

1680 El. CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
’;,;(-) El. c4nAiNo REA1

PALO ALT()

A SOOTHING SHOULDER
Skiing is an enjoyable sport,
but it also helps to have a
companion along to "lend a
helping shoulder" when the going gets rough.

in,

ter

key

All Time
Classic
Ski Parka

DOWNGRADEAn SJS ski club member begins the fast run
down the snow-covered hillside at Mt. Shasta. The club makes
a trip to Heavenly Valley in February.

Nylon with undercoated waterproof
Entire parka folds into pocket for
easy carrying. Great choice of
colors. Men’s and women’s small,
medium and large. $11.00.

cki kith 9reeptati:4

FREEMAN’S SPORT CENTER

IT’S
I

224 So. 2nd

San Jose

WARM INSIDESJS ski club members take a rest from the
cold outside weather to play cards and talk over the day’s events.
December 14, 19b4
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Skiers Readying for Winter Vacation
Friday evening college and university students will be released
from classrooms for 15 days.
For those who will be using their
time on the slopes, below is a list
of surrounding ski areas and fa
cilities:
ALPINE MEADOWS
LOCATION: One mile south .1
Squaw Valley, 241 miles from San
Jose FACILITIES: Two double
chair lifts, two Pomas, one Tiegel.
Beginners, Intermediate, and Expert runs. Seven full-time instructors. ACCOMMODATIONS:
5,000 beds within 10 miles. LIFT
FEES: Chair, $5.50; Pomo and
Tiegel. $3.50: half-day rates available. INFORMATION: Alpine
Meadows, P. 0. Box 865, Tahoe
City, Calif. PHONE: JU 3-4232.
BADGER PASS
(Yosemite National Park)
LOCATION: Via State Highway
140 or 41, 180 miles from San
Jose. FACILITIES: Three T-Bars,
Cafeteria service, 10-4:30 daily.
Beginners, intermediates, expert
runs. LIFT FEES: $3.75, rentals
available, complete ski shop. Certified ski school, 14 instructors.
TRANSPORTATION:
Yosemite
Transportation System. INFORMATION: Yosemite Park and
Curry Co., Yosemite National Park,
Calif. PHONE: FR 2-4671. ACCOMMODATIONS:
1,500
beds
within 22 miles. Write Reservation
Office. Yosemite Park and Curry
Co., or 55 Grant Ave., San Francisco, YU 2-9921 or 514 S. Grand
Ave., Los Angeles. MA 6-0515.
DONNER SKI RANCH
LOCATION: Route 40, one mile
east of Norden. Calif. FACILITIES: One double chair, one platter pull, one rope tow. Beginners’,
intermediates’ expert runs. LIFT
FEES: Chair, $4.50; rope, $2.50;
platter. $3.50. Ski shop and rentals,
certified ski school. TRANSPORTATION: Greyhound, SP, United
Air Lines. INFORMATION: Don-

,
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TIME OUTTired skiers lounge on the porch of the Mt. Shasta
Lodge while others try out the slopes. Part of the enjoyment
comes from relaxing in the fresh, cool air and meeting new faces.
DODGE RIDGE
LOCATION: Route 108, near
Longhorn, 35 miles east of Sonora,
ner Ski Ranch, P. 0. Box 66, Norden, Calif. PHONE: GA 6-3578.

This "all-occasion" hairdo will help brighten the holi
day season for you. Call for an appointment before
vacation.

Student Prices

Willow Glen Beauty College
Phone 292-5477
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200 miles from San Jose. FACILITIES: Two chair lifts, two Pomas
one T-bar, one Tiegel, nine rope
tows.
Chalet,
cafeteria.
LIFT
FEES: Chair, $5; Pomas, $542.50,
T-bar, $2.50; ropes, $2.50. Ski
Shop 4ind rentals, certified ski
school, 18 instructors. SPECIAI.
EVENTS: Weekly standard nugget race on Sundays at 1 p.m
when scheduledl, open to all
TRANSPORTATION: Bus from
Sonora. INFORMATION: Sonora
Pass Vacation Land, Inc., TW
Harte, Calif., JU 6-3271, PH(
YO 5-3474. ACCOMMODATP
3,000 beds within 11 miles.
PAPOOSE SKI AREA
LOCATION: In Squaw Valle
10 miles south of U.S. 40 on High
way 89. FACILITIES: Pomo, foul
rope tows, custom snow, restaii
rants, lodges, inns, private home for rent, rentals, certified ski
school and children’s ski school
LIFT FEES: $2.50. TRANSPOR
TATION: S.P., Greyhound, unite,’
Air Lines. INFORMATION: Papoose Ski Area, Drawer A, Olympic Valley Calif. ACCOMMODA.
TIONS: 5,000 beds within Iii
miles. PHONE: OL 8-4046.
SUGAR BOWL
LOCATION: Highway 90, on’,
mile west of Donner Summit, 220
miles from San Jose, FACILI-

TIES: Two chairs, two rope tows,
varied runs, beginner to expert;
ski touring. Lodge, overnight accommodations, restaurant, cocktail lounge. "Magic Carpet" aerial
ride from highway to lodge, operated 24 hours. Certified ski
school, 10 instructors. LIFT FEES:
Chair, $5; rope, $2.50. TRANSS.P.
Greyhound,
PORTATION:
INFORMATION: The Sugar Bowl,
Norden, Calif. PH 0 N E: Soda
Springs, GA 6-3651. ACCOMMODATIONS: Dormitory and rooms
at Sugar Bowl Lodge.
SQUAW VALLEY LODGE
Two miles off
LOCATION:
Highway 89, 10 miles south of
Truckee. FACILITIES: Eight double chair lifts, one poma, one
Tram -way, one Teleski, four double rope tows. Lodge, cocktail
lounges, dining room, cafeteria,
snack bar. Heated pool, skating,
ski jumps. Certified ski school, 20
instructors. Ski shops and rentals.
LIFT FEES: Chair, $5.50; Tramway, $5.50; beginners’ chair. Teleski, double rope tows, $3; halfday rates available. TRANSPORTATION: Greyhound, S.P., United
Airlines. SPECIAL EVENTS:
Standard "chamois" races every
week and weekend. ACCOMMODATIONS: Squaw Valley Lodge.
INFORMATION: Squaw Valley
Lodge, Tahoe City, Calif.

MOUNT SHASTA SKI BOWL
Fourteen
miles
LOCATION:
from Mt. Shasta City, Highway
99, 344 miles from San Jose. FACILITIES: Double chair, one double rope tow, one single rope tow.
Special snow cat and shuttle bus
service for four and eight mile
downhill runs. Lodging, cafeteria
and cocktail lounge. LIFT FEES:
Chair, $5; rope, $2.25;half-day
rates after 1 p.m. Ski shop, eight
instructors. TRANSPORTATION:
All bus lines and S.P. ACCOMMODATIONS: Mt. Shasta City,
131 motel units, 15 restaurants.
INFORMATION: Mt. Shasta
Chamber of Commerce, Box 201,
Mt. Shasta, Calif.
HEAVENLY VALLEY
LOCATION: One mile west of
Stateline, South Lake Tahoe Resort Area, Highway 50. FACILITIES: Two tram-cars, three double chair lifts, two rope tows. Beginner,
intermediate,
advanced,
and expert runs (continual run of
5.2 miles I. Certified ski school.
ACCOMMODATIONS: Motel s,
with and without kitchenettes,
cabins, and apartments.
LIFT
FEES: Chair, $6; tows, $2.50; onehalf day chair lift, $4. Lodges at
base and at tram-car station. INFORMATION: Heavenly Valley,
Stateline, Calif.

The Poodle Boot

Poodle Boots are cozy . . . enchanting . . . and
-omfortable. Choose from our large selection in
3eaver, Silver Grey, Sultana ight Blue or Black

$6.95

BLOOM’S
FINE

SI-10MS

135 South First St., Downtown
Valley Fair Shopping Center
1325 Lincoln Ave., Willow GI,-

*County No Ski Haven
By GARY STROM
Santa Clara County isn’t called
be "non-winter sports haven" of
California for nothing.
Students that remain in the
area over the Christmas holidays
will find this out.
Skiing. tolxiganning and ice
skating are unheard of, except
when a once-in-a -year thunderstorm hits the valley and drops
a few inches of snow atop Mt.
Hamilton, 22 miles east of here.
If snow does fall on the local
peak, tobogannists must brave 12
miles of treacherous, winding road

up the mountain, fight traffic
which usually is bumper-to-bumper
and figure out a story to get by
officials who prevent people from
driving farther up the icy roads.
If one is lucky enough to escape
all these obstacles, he can prance
around in the seldom -seen white
stuff and, throw a few snowballs
and, if brave, take a few runs
down the bumpy slopes on sleds.
For all the trouble, winter
sports fans would be better off
driving to Squaw Valley or sitting
home watching Wide World of
Sports on television.

Freshman Trackster Craig Holliday
Foremost Skier at San Jose State
Nevada on the American Legion the Far West Ski Association’s
team which competed for the junior national team, a pre-requiWestern States Championship in site for the program.
Sun Valley, Idaho.
The result of the training proDuring that time he met Bud gram was realized when Billy
Werner who influenced Craig’s Kidd and Jimmy Iiiiega received
competitive desire.
the silver and bronze medals reCraig met Werner, the No. 1 spectively in the 1964 Olympics
U.S. skier prior to his death in an at Innsbruck, Austria. This was
avalanche last winter, at Sun Val- the first time any U.S. male parley in 1957. Werner had repre- ticipant had received a medal in
sented the U.S. in the Winter Olympic skiing competition.
Olympics at Cortina, Italy in
Werner distinguished himself
1956, and was training for the more as an ambassador than as an
Harriman Cup.
athlete. He fell in the downhill
Both Craig and Werner were event, but still managed to finish
coached by Gordon Wren. Werner 15th, an almost impossible task,
was Wren’s protege, and Craig according to Craig.
was next in line. "Wren was the
Werner’s primary value, howbest Alpine and Nordic skier in ever, was his inspiration as a
the U.S.," according to Craig.
team leader, and his unprecedentCraig met Wren while engaged ed popularity among the EuroS
in a specially improvised program peans.
qdesigned to improve U.S. skiing.
Craig’s immediate goal, now
At that time, the U.S. was far that cross-country season is combelow world skiing standards. pleted, is to encourage participaCraig 11 recently competed for tion in the SJS Ski Club.
-I,

By ART SIMBURG
Craig Holliday, currently participating in the freshman crosscountry progra m, and a 9.8
sprinter in high school, is perhaps
the foremost skier at San Jose
State.
He temporarily retired from
competitive skiing in 1961 due to
a brain concussion suffered in the
junior national championships.
Craig, who lived in Reno from
1957-1961, skied for the Reno Ski
Club and represented the state of

onal
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by Bob Hail
THE LINEUPEnvious skiers wait in line as a pair of skiers ride
the chair lift at Mt. Shasta lodge. SJS students are expected to
flock to this winter area during Christmas vacation.
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Art Supplies - Frames - Wallpaper

Two Stores
112 S. 2nd St.
292-1447

Valley Fair
Shopping Center

0

ALL ABOARDSkis pointed and eyes looking up the mountain
side, two skiers begin the long spectacular trip to the tor. This
is fun, but it’s the ride down the snow-covered slopes that the
skier really cares about.
December Iv.. 1%4
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STEAL THE SCENE
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3 THE SEASON

Sportswear for
the young modern

Career
featuring a complete selection

Suits
Formals

Tree-li
Elizabeth Stewart Swimwear
Dewease Swimwear
Gelstes Knits
Mr. P. J. Jrs.
Stretch Pants for the
Short. Medium and Tall
Sizes 6-16

Margie Webb Originals
Patty Woodard Coordinates
Frank Lee Coordinates
Trudy Jr. Coordinates
Luau and Patio Shifts
Short. Medium and Tall

of %omen’s apparel and accessories

Dresses

Valley.

Sue’s Casuals

With Smart Fashions From

Coats

Town & Cc

for winter

shelter wids

Discount to College Girls With This Ad
I

at
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634 TOWN &
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Town & Country Village
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Zap!
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BUILDING 6
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What more meaningful
expression of your deep
pffection than an everlastingly
beautiful diamond from our fuie collection.
Let our knowledgeable gem expert explain
the nuances of diamond quality to you both.
Then rely on the integrity of our firm and
its membership in the American Gem Society
for continuing pleasure in your choice.
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BIBLESCHRISTIAN BOOKS
GIFTS GREETING CARDS

Your Oulord 5.bl* Headquef ter,

y Village is a charming rustic wonderland of the finest stores in Santa Clara

Sunday School Materials

Missionary & Biography Books

Pastor Helps

. divide ample parking areas, just steps away from stores. Spanish tile roofs

Stationery & Greeting Cards

General Religious

The Latest

Children’s Storybook -House

inviting all-weather shopping.
Visit us soon.

Record Albums & Sheet

We Welcome

Spiritual Message

Gifts With a

Books

Religious Titles in Print

Communion Ware

Music

Church & Individual Charge Accounts

Western Book
828 Town & Country Village
FREE
COFFEE

Phone
Orders

Building 8

Welcome

241.5067

MED

she won’t?
she will!
"Arnow&

MERLE
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COSfPf 11C
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sr NatIonal
Bankamericard
charges
214 Town & Country Villag
San Jose, 243-1377

a very persuasive fragrance for men
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I had an empty Christmas sock
That I had to try to fill
With lovely presents for my love
Yet go easy on my till

ariiimaJtirree
,9n

fashions and backgrounds courtes) of $lac,’.

Jaihioniand

So I went to Spartan Bookstore
To do my Christmas shopping
And found such worthwhile prices
That I overstuffed the stocking

STOCKING FOR SANTAGrouping about the
fireplace to hang the traditional stocking are,
left to right, Linda Zieger, Carol Gadsby and
Karen Condon. For Christmas Eve, Linda wears
a pale pink polka dot bathrobe with a pink

satin ribbon. Carol’s red polka dot ski pajamas
are right for a cold winter’s night. Karen goes
sporty in red and white shorty PJ’s with a long,
long sweatshirt-style top

Merry Christmas to All, and to All a Good Night
’Tis the week before Christmas
and all over San Jose, SJS students are preparing to trek home
for turkey. Christmas caroling and
eggnog parties.
In the excitement of packing
skis, surfboards and books for their
trips to Squaw Valley. Laguna
or Palm Springs. many students
are joining in activities that have
become campus traditions.

Do your stocking stuffing
at the

130gdzatzne.
"Right on Campus"

Spartan Daily Pennick

Pecrmlwr

/9,4

Each year the Christmas season
is ushered in at SJS with a Christmas tree lighting ceremony. Students gathered last year on Seventh Street in front of the Engineering Building to drink hot
cider punch sold by AWS, join
campus choral groups in singing
carols, and view the lighting of
the tree.
Campus living centers decorate
their doors with holly wreaths
and ribbons. AWS awards a trophy
each year to the winning door
decoration of women’s living centers.
These and others are Christmas
traditions at SJS.
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ON THE SLOPESSki enthusiasts, left to right, Dan Dahlen, Carol
Gadsby and Dave Vosburgh are set for a weekend of skiing on the
slopes. Ski sweaters and reversible parkas keep skiers warm as
the cold, brisk air whips them downhill,
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America: Historic, Vast and Beautiful
By ROLAND ZECHMEISTER
"I lot,’ the North, !Cast, II-est and
South of you. America, I lore all of
you, front the blue Pacific’s shore to
the Atlantic seaboard." sings the
American trainer.
From Alaska to Hawaii, from
Maine to California, from New
York to San Francisco, this mighty
nation spreads. Across the vast
continent of North America, with
two non-contiguous states as well.
Let’s take a tour of this great
country. Our starting point is
Alaska, the fabled "Land of the
Midnight Sun." Traveling south
from the North Pole and the Arctic
Circle, ice and snow give way to
Eskimo huts and Nome, where the
traveler can find modern. everyday conditions in a frontier setting.
OLD AND NEW
Old-time saloons stand next to
modern supermarkets, and airports
stand ready to provide runways
for jet -powered flights to our next
destination....
"Aloha!" is the word uttered as
an exotic Polynesian beauty welcomes our traveler, placing a hyacinth -blossom lei around his neck.
"Welcome to Hawaii!"
Hawaii! The land of perpetual
sunshine and per ec t weather.
There balmy breezes blow, and the
sun perpetually smiles on gardens
of exotic flowers, and the natives

sip the sweet milk from coconut
husks. Honolulu, the great semitropical metropolis in the midst of
an island paradise. Yes, Hawaii!
NEW ENGLAND
But it is time to leave the island
state and head back "to the mainland’’
I hi, TIanI’t’ ooo1,1 1%

The Lincoln, Washington and Jefferson memorials.
DIXIE COTTON
Continuing southward, our traveler sees the cotton fields, and
flowered cities of Dixie, and on to
the resort state of Florida, the
southeastern -most continental
state. Land of sun and retired
People.
Motoring northwestward, our
traveler passes through the historic town of Gettysburg, Pa.,
where if one is attentive and very
quiet, it is said, one may see and
hear a tall, dark-haired, bearded
plays. Broadway, the "Great White man from out of the past, wanderWay," where hits are born, and ing through the streets, reciting
failures doomedinstant death.
those famous lines, "Fourscore and
THROBBING CITY
seven years ago, our fathers
Ah, New York. Man ha t t an, brought forth on this continent,
Queens, Brooklyn, the Bronx, a new nation, conceived in liberty
Coney Island. A great, throbbing and dedicated to the proposition
city, buzzing, humming, sprawling, that all men are created equal.
teeming. Garment vendors’ carts,
Philadelphia, the City of Brothtrucks, the famous New York City erly Love, Pittsburgh, Pa., one of
cab drivers, noted for their cour- the nation’s great steel centers.
tesy and politeness.
Cleveland, Ohio, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
A quick trip southward will take Indianapolis, Michigan City, the Inour traveler through Baltimore, diana Dunesfamous Midwest reMd., on to the nation’s capital, sort center. The steel city of Gary,
Washington, D.C. Residence of the Ind., East Chicago, Indiana Harbor,
federal government. Congress, the Whiting --the great midwestern oil
Supreme Court, the Senate, the refineries.
House of Representatives, the FedGREAT MIDWEST
eral Bureau of Printing and EnAnd now, "Chicago, Chicago,
graving, the President of the that toddlin’ town" State Street,
U.S.A. The White House, Capitol the Loop. Michigan Ave., the "MirHill, streets named after the states. acle Mile." The stockyards, the
appreciate the changing scenery
and landmark sites as he travels
across the vast continental U.S.A.
His first stop is that inevitable
American metropolis, the 7 million
population metropolis, New York
City. The United Nations. The Empire State Building. The New York
fir! -run movies and

TRAVEL SECTION
So, our traveler jets back, some
5,400 miles to the historic New
England state of Maine.
Maine, known for its great New
England fisheries. Sardines from
Maine. The rocky New England
soil. The cradle of staunch New
England conservatism. The Pine
Tree State. The brawny New England loggers.
HISTORIC BOSTON
Already time grows short, and
no trip would be complete without
a visit to that historic American
city of Boston, Mass., home of the
"pahked cahs," and also of Paul
Revere’s famous midnight ride.
Boston, with its narrow, winding
streets and cobblestone pavement.
Its beautiful statues of Boston patriots and historic old buildings.
It is in Boston that our traveler
rents a car, so that he can fully

street corner Santa Clauses at
Christmas time. Marshall Fields
the World’s Greatest Department
Store. The historic Roman Water
Tower. The South Side. The Merchandise Mart. The CTA (Chicago
Transit Authority). The night spots
- -the Chez Paree, the Blue Note
Chicago.
Westaward Ho! Through the
cornfields of southwest Illinois.
Across the Mississippi. Iowa, Missouri, the City of St. Louis, where
the Blues were born. Nebraska,
with Omaha, the insurance capital.
WESTWARD, HO:
Colorado, Denver, the "Mile-High
City," the capital nestled in the
mountains. The bee -hive state of
Utah. Salt Lake City, the Mormon
capital. The Mormon Tabernacle,
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
"Clink!" go the slot machines’
Our traveler is in Reno, Nev. The
"Biggest Little City in the World.’
HOME AGAIN
Further north, the traveler is
driving through Washington and
Oregon. And finally into the state
of California. Four-lane super
highways whisk the traveler
through the state capital, Sacramento. Watsonville, San Francisco
and its Golden Gate.
And, finally, our trip ends in the
famous old Spanish city of San
Jose, a vast complex of electronics
industries and San Jose State College.
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Open Nites
Mon. thru Thurs.
and All Day Saturday

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
Across From Men’s Dorm

Holiday Ho-daddies Hit Hawaii

A Novel Christmas Island Surfing
By JIM B
Nearly 100 year-. ,,go, a Hawaiian native performed what has
become a legend -"the greatest
aquatic feat in history."
A series of tidal waves hit the
island of Hawaii. The coastal
farmers ran for the hills when
they heard the warnings. One went
back. Life never would he worth
living if he forgot his life savings,
hidden in the house.
The first wave struck, tearing
the house from its base. The man
grabbed the bag of coins and a
plank from the house and began
-nooting down a wall of water
.nore than 50 feet high. He was
found on the beach later, holding
,his bag of money, asleep.
Some believe this tale, and oth-

ers do not. But the big waves of
December and adjacent months
have caught on. Christmas is the
only time students from the mainland can test their skill on these
monsters from the deep.
The waves are not quite as big
as the legendary native reportedly
rode, but 20- and 30-footers are
enough for one person to handle.
They are also enough to send
hundreds of California surfers
over to Hawaii during the winter.
For those who are going, a few
of the good spots are Makaha,
Waimea Bay. Sunset Beach, and
Honolua Bay.
MAKAHA
Considered the safest "big wave"
beach on the island of Oahu,
Makaha Bay is on the west coast

4411501.

of the island while the swells roll
in from northwest to west. These
waves are seldom as large as the
famous monsters of the north
shore, but they have a few oddities
of their own. When surfers are
south of Makaha Point, closer to
the bay, the waves have a "U"
shape to them which provides a
faster ride than the size would
hint. Makaha surfers need never
be concerned about strong currents and under-tow.
WAIMEA BAY
One of the monster dens of the
north shore of Oahu, Waimea is
only for the most experienced of
surfers during this time of year.
Twenty-five-foot waves are very
common, and if something goes
wrong and a surfer gets "wiped
out," he will find himself in only
three feet of water staring up
at an avalanche. The shallowness
rules out the danger of under-tow,
but an unwary or unconscious
surfer can be swept far out to
sea very easily.
SUNSET BEACH
If a surfer gets into the right
area at Sunset he will hate to
come back to school. This beach is
only a few paddle -strokes from
Waimea Bay. The waves are the

type and the setting is such that
this is the most photographed
"big-wave" beach. When the winds

Bob Hall
". . RIDE, ride, ride the wild
surf.’

reach the 10 m.p.h. mark, remarkable things start happening. The
safe beach of a minute ago becomes the experienced surfer’s
paradise and the beginner’s nightmare. The rider can never stand
up late facing the wind or he will
spin out, becoming a hazard to
those near him.
HONOLUA BAY
Oahu is not the only island with
a giant surf. Maui has a surfing
spot that is worthy of ranking
with the best of them. The bay is
lined with palm trees and a billy
pineapple plantation. The hills protect the surf from the trade winds,
insuring a perfect breaking wave.
One warning to spoil the fun is
in order when considering Honolua Bay, however. A surfer with
a new surfboard should forget
Honolua. One "wipe-out" near the
best starting point, the headland,
will send the board crashing
against the jutting rock which is
the trademark of Honolua Bay.
There are more areas in Hawaii for big surf such as the
Banzai Pipeline, Chun’s Reef, and
Haleiwa, but there is always that
old saying about "too much of a
good thing."
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A SURFER PADDLES OUT, trying to avoid heavy traffic in the
congested outrigger area. More danger will appear, more skill
will be necessary if he happens to "catch a big one.’’
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Winter colds are pretty common
this time of the year ...

Join in the fun; hand
someone special some
beautiful flowers.

It’s one way to bring
up the temperature.

THE Campus Florist)
8th & Santa Clara
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Regulatioi
Approved
At UCLA
LOS ANGELES tUPD UCLA Academic Senate Ts
voted "overwhelmingly" to el
Chancellor Franklin D. Mu
regulations on soclo-political
ities by students on the We
Angeles campus.
Murphy’s regulations go ir
feet today for the 24,000 stu
The regulations evolved Iron
gestions by a joint faculty-st
committee and stem from g
rules set up by University o
ifornia regents in November
The general guidelines wi
be fulfilled by individual can
with specific regulations.
Regulations put into effe
the Berkeley campus result
student demonstrations.
A major difference betwee
regulations implemented at /
ley and those decided up
Murphy was regarding fins
thorny on student discip
matters. The Berkeley recor
dation gave the academic 1
final authority. Such mattt
UCLA will go to a represen
campus board of review ri
sible to the chancellor.
In Sacramento Sen. Hug
Burns, chairman of the Senat
committee on un-American
ties, yesterday declined to
an immediate investigation c
dent disturbances at the U
sity of California in Berkele
Burns, president pro tens
Senate, also made clear th
was unhappy with the sit
created by a "group of m
tents, silly kids and addle-b
teachers egret on by Corm
stooges."

GARDEN
OF EDEN

Final College Un
Plans Approved

LUXURY APARTMENTS
"San dows Aost cDistioetiveLAddkess"
1315 EDEN AVE, SAN JOSE 378-1970
The striking picture above is the cover of an attractive four-color brochure produced by the leading building and developing firm of Riley -Reynolds as a part of their promotion of the beautiful Garden of Eden
Luxury Apartments. Like many other leaders in the business and industrial field in Northern CalIfornia, Riley Reynolds chose Globe Printing when it came time to tell the people of Santa Clara County that they really
had something special to offer. Incidentally, don’t let this word "luxury" scare you off if you are interested in
a prestige apartment. Mere are still some units available and the cost will be less than you think. Call the
Garden of Eden for directions to the site.

GLOBE PRINTING COMPANY
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Representatives of the eh
lor’s architectural staff has
proved the final schematic
ings by Kump and Associati
chitects for the new SJS C
Union.
No changes were propose
drawings will be presented
trustees for final considerat
January of 1965, according b
Cr Rodzen, College Union Di’
Rodzen met with represeni
of the state architectural sta
Imlay in Inglewood.

VW
CONGO LEADE
LEOPOLDVILLE. The
of the Congolese tinny cha
are running guns to rebels
Gen. .Joseph Mobutu as
aims." lie named the part.
public, Algeria, Ghana and
on Mr some time."
Reports from Khartoun
said 12 Soviet built transp
landed at Juba, a Sudan t
Congo.
It Is in that area of thl
of their strength.
At a news conference
weapons made in Common
Irian captured and killed r
BUDDHISTS BEG11
SAIGON (UPIS More
a hunger strike yesterday a
Vietnamese government. Ti
cials to call it off.
On the military front,
on a major battle with Co
the guerrillas captured or
worth of American equiptr
Two senior officials ft
Tuesday with Thich Tri
attempt to alter his anti hunger strike since Suture,

